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Introduction 
I guess I was born to travel. Even as a baby, my parents took me down to the 

Bahamas and plopped me on the beach. My father was a pilot, among other things, so he 
and my mom often packed the 4-seat Cessna with my sister and me and we'd take off for 
weekend trips, just like most families packed their station wagon. One of my first 
memories is as a toddler, playing with toy animals in the back of that plane. I remember 
rearranging my little plastic giraffes and zebras and lions by the plane's rear window, a 
perfect blue sky painted with puffy white clouds zooming past us, so beautiful I thought I 
was in a pleasant dream.  

As a young child we went to Europe every summer to visit relatives, which bored 
me out of my mind at the time because all I wanted to was play Atari and hang out with 
my little friends back home. But I did return to Europe as a 17-year old with my best high 
school friend Kyle, where I discovered that Germany, Belgium, Italy, and France are 
much more entertaining when you can sneak into the beer halls.  

I was even lucky enough to spend some time on remote Caribbean islands in my 
youth, sleeping in the remnants of a pirate's fort, counting stars and listening to the 
ocean's crashing waves every night. 

Like most 20-somethings post-college, I followed everyone's formula to find a 
good job, meet a good girl, buy a good house, get married and settle down for the next 60 
years. Fortunately, no good job or good girl would have me so my wanderings continued, 
from Connecticut to Colorado to California as a rebellious youth, trying to figure out why 
I didn't quite fit in. I read On The Road and made as many stupid mistakes as possible in 
protest of this thing called "settling down." But instead of calming me, it only stoked my 
fires to see and experience more.  

So when I was 27 years old, I took the trip of all trips, a year backpacking around 
the world. Along with my road dog and great friend Phil, I touched down in Costa Rica, 
Venezuela, Peru, Chile, Brazil, New Zealand, Australia, China, Japan, Thailand, the 
Philippines, Israel, Palestine, Egypt, Jordan, up to Germany to fatten up my emaciated 
frame and do laundry, and on to the Netherlands to end the year with a week in 
Amsterdam.  

Back in the states, a sedentary lifestyle didn't last long. For a few years, I worked 
my fingers to the bone painting houses so I could escape south for winters, to 
cosmopolitan Argentina, Uruguay, tranquil Ecuador, and desolate Bolivia. 

"That's nice-- you've got travelling out of your system. Now settle down and get 
serious about the rest of your life," people said back home. And I did. I moved to 
California and started a career in real estate and even bought a house. Hesitantly, I let 
roots tether my feet to the soil. And after almost a decade of hard work and sacrifice, 
things were going well; I had a big house, fancy cars, plenty of nice stuff, and a decent-
paying career --everything society tells us we should strive for.  



But it wasn't me. Every day, I grew more and more restless. The more money I 
made and the better I was doing in everyone else's eyes, the less content I felt. I knew 
deep down that I wasn't put on this earth just to pursue comfortable monotony or to 
worship material things. One morning the necktie was choking me so badly that I couldn't 
go on. So I got rid of it all --the house, the cars, I even gave up the good job, and sold or 
donated all my stuff. Everything I owned now fit into one big backpack. 

People said I was crazy to give it all up but I saw it differently; I felt suddenly 
liberated by my newfound poverty. I was free to pursue what I really wanted to do with 
my life --to explore the world and write about it. I moved down to Costa Rica for a year. 
In that time, I achieved my dream of writing a book. San Juan del Sur, Nicaragua the next 
year. I liked writing so much, I wrote three more books. Cambodia, the Philippines, 
Thailand, Laos, and Vietnam for the last twelve months. I started blogging professionally 
so I could make a humble living as I wandered.  

And now, the moment I publish this book I'm on to India with a one-way ticket 
and that same dusty backpack and polished dream.  

I've never once regretted it. Four years, 40-something countries, and a million 
footsteps later, I still find myself amazed and fascinated by the planet we live on, and 
definitely challenged every day. I still wouldn't trade one day of my life as a traveler for a 
million dollars (ok, last Tuesday was sort of boring so you could have that back for a 
million bucks, but you know what I mean!). 

I've now traveled to about a quarter of the countries on earth and am more 
passionate than ever about fully unwrapping this big gift we've been given. But I don't 
take vacations -- instead, I prefer to find cozy seaside and mountainside villages in poor 
countries that don't appear in guidebooks, where I rent a cheap bungalow for a few 
months and live like a local. And get busy writing about it. 

But I never intended to write a book of travel advice. To be honest, I find the 
travel writing genre sort of…phony. But as I kept exploring different countries and 
cultures, blindly following my curiosity, people started contacting me with questions. 
They wanted to know more about my journeys and solicited my advice for their own 
travels. While there are far better authorities on travel than me, and I'm still learning 
something every day, my advice seemed to help and even comfort them. The emails and 
messages kept coming. So I wrote more articles and blogs with travel tips, until soon I 
had so much content swirling around that I knew it was best to put it all down in a full 
length book. 

My greatest wish isn't only that this book helps you save a ton of money, keeps 
you and your family safe, and allows you to enjoy the best vacation of your life. No, my 
highest hope is that maybe this book will inspire you to travel more, to experience more 
of the world we're all blessed to live in, and connect in a new, wonderful way with the 
people you share it with. 



When writing this book, I tried to include something for everyone. But if you're a 
millionaire who stays at the fanciest five-star resorts without regard for price, this book 
probably isn't you. For the rest of us -- families trying to stretch their budget to take a 
much-needed vacation, honeymooners in the tropics for the first time, or intrepid college 
students wandering the world on $20 a day --this book will lay a boatload of value at 
your feet.  

One thing that's conspicuously absent from this book is where you should travel. 
That's on purpose, as choosing a destination is such a personal endeavor. Do you want a 
perfect white sand beach with a coconut drink in your hands at all times? An authentic 
cultural experience volunteering with an indigenous tribe? Adventurous endeavors 
climbing volcanoes and kayaking rapids? Do you just want to check the popular tourist 
sites off your bucket list or get so far into a remote jungle that they've never even seen a 
tourist before? Looking around to choose the perfect destination for your next trip is half 
the fun (but if you'd like a few suggestions, just email me). 

Please read this book before you plan your next trip and lock yourself into hotels, 
airfare, and tours. That way, you can benefit from everything I've learned about traveling 
-- without making the million-and-one mistakes I've made along the way! Upload this 
book to your tablet and read it on the plane, or take a print copy along with you, mark it 
up, dog-ear the pages, write your name in the front, and leave it in a hostel or hotel when 
you're done so someone else can pick it up (good traveling karma!).  

But more than anything, remember to enjoy it all. If you're like me, the more of 
this big, beautiful, crazy world you see, the more you'll fall in love with life. I hope this 
book helps you do just that.  

Your new friend, 

Norm  :-) 

P.S. I threw in some photos from my recent year in Southeast Asia. To see more, 
follow me on Twitter or Instagram @NormSchriever 



Chapter 1 - Airline Tickets 
1. Days of the week. 

The majority of air travelers want to fly on a Friday or Sunday, so you'll find the 
best deals for flights if you fly on a Tuesday, Wednesday, or Saturday.   

2. Times of the day. 

Flights at the crack of dawn, at dinnertime, or red-eye flights are cheapest.   

3. Holidays. 

While travel is bonkers around some holidays, like Thanksgiving and Christmas, 
you can usually find super low fares on those actual days. No one wants to fly on 
Christmas morning and I consistently see fantastic specials on December 31 or January 1.   

4. Direct or non-stop. 

Don't get confused between "direct" and "nonstop" flights; you want nonstop, 
because direct flights mean you don't need to change planes but it may touch down at 
another airport along the way to your final destination. 

5. Remember the bag fees. 

Before you book your airline tickets find out if they charge for checked bags and 
how much. Some airlines allow the first bag for free, while others charge exorbitant 
prices -- especially for overweight and international flights. Slightly cheaper tickets for 
your family do no good if you are paying $100 each for bag!  

6. You'll probably return with more stuff. 

Bring an empty carry-on that you can fill with souvenirs so you won't get hit with 
an excess baggage fee on the way back. 

7. Utilize reverse searches.  

If you are flexible on which days you can travel, a lot of cheaper airfares may 
open up for you. There are several travel search engines that will allow you to search by 
destination without putting in a hard date. 

Adioso.com. Flexible searches based on dates, locations, and connections.  

AirFareWatchDog.com. You can see the top 50 fares for different destinations. 

Kayak.com/Explore/. Search where you can go anywhere in the world based on a 
certain budget, continent, or even what activities you want to do once you get there. 

8. Search flights into nearby airports. 



Most search engines default to the biggest international airport in any country, but 
make sure you include searches to smaller and nearby airports. They are usually less 
crowded, meaning more options for cheaper flights.  

9. Let your search engines do the work. 

There are some great Internet search sites out there that will do all of the work for 
you. Even better, register a search to a certain destination or below a certain price and 
they will give you automatic email alerts.  I like: 

CheapOAir.com 

Kayak.com 

FareCompare.com 

BudgetAir.com 

10. Know your airlines. 

Search engines are great, but also search directly on the airlines' websites. They 
often offer private deals or promotions that the search engines can't access.  

11. Look up the airlines on social media. 

Increasingly, airlines are running cheap deals on social media sites like Facebook, 
so it's worth it to Like their page and check in.  But act fast -- these promotions 
sometimes only last a day or even a few hours! 

12. The best time to search and book air travel.  

Airlines release their new weekly fares on Mondays, so Tuesday by 3 p.m. their 
competitors have released their deals, making it the exact time to search.   

However, this practice is changing. Thanks to the new Department of 
Transportation rules for airfare bookings, consumers can put fares on hold for up to 24 
hours, cancelling or changing the ticket with no penalty. That means all of those changed 
or cancelled flights go back into the pool of available seats, so last-minute shoppers can 
snatch up some incredible deals.  

13. How far ahead? 

Studies show that the cheapest time to book is 49 days before your departure, or 
81 days ahead of time for international flights. Interestingly, flights booked 200 days or 
more in advance are more expensive. 

*       *       * 



"Wherever you go, go with all your heart." 
--Confucius 

*       *       * 

 

14. Or…wait until the last minute. 

Thanks to the DOT rules that make all tickets refundable for 24 hours, last minute 
flights may be much cheaper, but seat availability can be extremely limited. If you're 
brave enough to wait until a week or a few days before your vacation to book airfare, sign 
up for airfare alert emails, check a few times a day, and go to Google.com/flights/explore. 

15. What about holiday time? 

If you are flying during the holidays, start searching 10 weeks ahead of time. If 
you're headed to a non-vacation destination, shop on a weekend-- it will save you 5%. 

16. Look into booking a package deal. 

Booking a package usually drops your airfare into the leisure travel category, 
saving you money. Arranging a ticket for your hotel, rental car, and airfare together may 
give you access to lower prices on internet search engines, and travel agents can be 
helpful when it comes to these bargains.  



17. Check member discounts. 

Contact any organizations, like AAA, AARP, unions, or Veterans groups that you 
belong to because they may be able to get you a discount. 

18. Call back and check fares the next day. 

After you book your flight, call back the next day, within 24 hours, to check if the 
fare went lower. Most airlines have a policy where you could cancel and re-book for the 
lower fare within 24 hours without penalty. 

19. Spend a little more for a good airline on long or international flights. 

On long international flights, you may not want to go with discount airlines 
because the seat size, meals, etc. could make it extremely uncomfortable. Instead, look 
for some of the amazing European or international airlines. They may cost you a few 
hundred more, but you'll feel pampered, better rested, and have a great flying experience. 

20. Expand your vacation-- for the same price! 

Most people don't realize that you can book multi city flights with long layovers -
- even up to a week. So if you flight goes New York to London to Madrid, you can ask 
the airline to schedule the "layover" for London for 4 days. That gives you a built in extra 
vacation destination for the same cost! I've found you probably want to call the airline to 
reserve this kind of flight, as it's hard or impossible to book online.  

*       *       * 

Bonus tips and travel trivia! 

If you're in another part of the world, checking local websites can find you 
more deals than still relying on U.S. websites to book. For instance, Agoda.com is 
the best hotel provider in Asia, the Middle East, and Eastern Europe, and 
SkyScanner.com is a great UK-based booking site that focuses on Europe, Asia, 
and South America. 

*       *       * 

21. Don't stress if your flight is delayed or canceled. 

Even though your fare is called "non-refundable," you will get another flight or 
your money back if the flight is significantly delayed, canceled, or overbooked and you 
get bumped. 

22. Shop around. 



No one booking engine always has the best deals, so search through a few of 
them. Also, none of the airfare booking sites have fares for Southwest or Allegiant 
airlines.  

23. Airfare Watchdog.com 

This website includes fares from Southwest, Allegiant and other small airlines 
that may not appear on bigger search sites like Kayak and Bing. They also have a great 
email alert system where you can enter your desired destination and route and then get 
emails when the best specials come in. 

 

24. Visit the airline websites. 

While it's convenient to go to one website and search for the best fares among all 
airlines and schedules, you can often find specials or the best deals on the airline's own 
website. So do a little research but then cross reference with the airline. 

25. Call to talk to a representative, but then book online. 

I love getting an actual human being on the phone from the airline or travel 
websites because they can guide you and offer their tricks, tips, and vast experience. But 
if you want to book over the phone there's usually a service charge of $15 to $50. So to 



save money, call and chat to identify what you want and then thank them, hang up, and 
book online. 

26. Request an exit row seat. 

The exit row usually doesn't cost more on about half of all airlines-- or if it does, 
it's only a small amount, but gives you a ton of legroom and much more space to stretch 
out. So why not try to book a seat in the exit row or ask if it's free?. 



Chapter 2 - Travel Documents 
1. Is your passport valid for six months? 

Check to see if you passport is good for six months after the time you return 
home. Most countries these days won't let you travel with a U.S. passport unless it's valid 
for that long. They will literally deny you entry to the country or won't let you get back 
on the plane if it's not, even if it hasn't officially expired yet. 

2. Do you have enough pages? 

Also, if you have less than four blank pages left in your passport or the blank 
pages aren't consecutive, some countries will deny you entry. (When I'm on the road, I 
usually fill up a 10 year passport in less than 4 years!) 

3. The good news is that if you need more room in your passport but it's not 
expired yet, you can get pages added. Through the U.S. passport agency, you can mail in 
(or walk in) your passport and fill out the proper form and they'll add pages and get it 
back to you. For an $82 fee they will add up to 52 pages. Standard turnaround is about 
five weeks but you can pay for expedited two-three week service or even an emergency 
rush. 

4. Whenever you send in your passport to get renewed or to have pages added, 
make sure you do so with a traceable delivery service with signature confirmation. 
Include a self-addressed, prepaid mailing envelope with the same return service, giving 
you the best chance of your passport not getting lost.  

5. Remember that passport agencies are crazy around holiday times, so double the 
anticipated turnaround times to be safe. 

*       *       * 

"For once you have tasted flight you will walk the earth with your eyes turned 
skywards, for there you have been and there you will long to return." 

--Leonardo da Vinci 

*       *       * 

6. Damaged passports. 

Even if your passport is damaged some countries can and will deny you entry. I 
had a friend fly down to Costa Rica with a passport that had suffered some minor water 
damage but they wouldn't let him through customs, so they put him back on a plane to 
Washington D.C. where he was left to figure it out on his own! 

7. Protect it. 



Therefore, a $3 plastic passport protector is the best investment you can make, 
and you can also hold Visa documents, baggage claim tickets, customs forms, travel 
papers, etc. in there. 

8. Make a photocopy. 

Make color photocopies of your passport and keep one in your wallet or on your 
person when you're out and about so you don't have to carry the real thing. A backup 
copy in a safe place like your toilet bag will also be indispensible if your passport is lost 
or stolen. 

 

9. What if you don't have a return ticket? 

Let's say you are visiting a country but want to cross the border into another 
country by boat, bus, or train. Or you may be flying somewhere abroad with a one-way 
ticket. Many times, they'll demand you have proof of an outbound flight and won't let you 
through. So make sure you have proof of outbound travel in the form of an itinerary or 
ticket to show. When I lived in Asia for a year they were so strict about this, yet I was 
traveling by the seat of my pants with no outbound ticket or formal itinerary. So I 



actually doctored a perfect replica of an airline itinerary on a Word document and I 
would just edit the details every time I crossed a border as proof I was leaving. 

10. Get a letter. 

If you are traveling for school, volunteering, a course or program, or any kind of 
work, carry a letter from that organization and present it if there's every an issue at the 
border/at customs/or while traveling. 

*       *       * 

Bonus tips and travel trivia! 

It might be well worth it to purchase travel insurance. It covers you in case 
of trip cancellation or medical catastrophe. That means if someone in your family 
gets ill, has a problem, or there's a death in the family, you'll be refunded. More 
expensive policies will let you cancel for a refund without having to document a 
reason. And if you get really sick or badly injured while on your trip, travel 
insurance will cover your medical costs (only about 50% of U.S. medical 
insurance policies cover medical costs abroad!). Plans vary-- and many booking 
sites offer their own stripped-down version of travel protection for $20 or more-- 
but it's worth looking into for the extra peace of mind. 

*       *       * 

11. Email yourself important info. 

Email yourself all travel documents, copies of passports, driver's license, medical 
ID cards, passwords, and bank account info to a secure web-based email address you can 
pull up from anywhere in a pinch. 

12. Travel visas. 

Will you need a visa? The entry requirements are different in each country so 
there isn't one right answer. Some of them allow you do to everything with customs right 
at the airport, while some you'll need to apply well in advance. 

This isn't optional -- they will turn you back and deny your entry if you don't have 
the right visa or paperwork. 

13. Allow extra time to apply for a visa. 

You usually apply through that country's embassy back in the U.S., and just to be 
safe, allow double the processing times they state, especially during the holidays. Send all 
applications and fees with tracking. 



 

14. Your U.S. passport may be enough. 



In a lot of countries that have good relationships with the U.S, you don't need a 
travel visa to enter if you're a U.S. citizen and have your passport.  

15. Get a visa when you're abroad.  

When you're abroad and decide to head into a neighboring country, check with 
the travel company where you're booking the airfare or bus what kind of visa 
requirements they have. Most travel agencies also offer services to get you visas or 
extensions on your current visa (for a fee). Just do go through a credible travel agency 
with a storefront and not someone on the street. Be aware that "three days" could mean 
four to eight days while you are abroad, especially if there are upcoming holidays. 

16. Medical requirements. 

Some countries also have medical requirements for travelers. You can get your 
shots and immunizations in the U.S. and the doctor will fill out a little yellow card, your 
medical immunization card, which you'll carry with your passport. 

*       *       * 

Bonus tips and travel trivia! 

Indonesia has the most volcanoes of any country in the world. 

*       *       * 

17. Do you need all of the immunizations? 

Some of the immunizations and vaccines are just suggestions or optional, while 
some of them are necessary if you want to enter the country. Immunizations or medicines 
for malaria, yellow fever, and typhoid, hepatitis, and measles-mumps-rubella (MMR) 
vaccine are common ones.  

18. Listen to your doc. 

Even if they aren't required to travel, it's a good idea to follow your doctor's 
suggestions and get these shots, especially if you'll be in jungle or tropical rural areas. 

19. Go on the CDC's website. 

The Center for Disease Control offers plenty of information based on the country 
you're going, and there are local traveler's clinics in most cities in the U.S. or affiliated 
with hospitals to help you out. 

http://wwwnc.cdc.gov/Travel 

http://www.passportsandvisas.com/visas/index.asp 

http://travel.state.gov/content/passports/english/country.html 



 



Chapter 3 - Packing 
1. Pack with plastic compression bags.  

They only cost a few dollars and allow you to roll up your clothes and squeeze out 
the air, then seal them up. It's a great way to reduce your luggage volume and protect 
your clothes from moisture, and also transport wet or dirty laundry. Since they are cheap, 
you can throw them out after use or not worry if they eventually rip. 

2. Bring Ziploc bags. 

Carry a dozen jumbo-sized Ziploc bags with you on the trip. They're great to seal 
up your electronics, documents, and even wet swim suits or dirty clothes. You can keep a 
few in your backpack and throw your documents, camera, phone, or money in there in 
case you're playing around water or the rain starts coming in. 

3. Pack your valuables in your carry-on bag. 

I put all of my valuable electronics, documents, etc. in my backpack and carry 
them with me. Checked-in luggage is too susceptible to thieves. If you do have to leave 
nice things in your luggage-- even if they are just nice new sneakers or clothes or 
electronic accessories (you'd be amazed what people will steal), wrap them in a towel or 
jacket and put them in the middle of your bag so they aren't easy to grab. Put socks, 
underwear, and dirty laundry on top. 

4. Use small luggage locks. 

I bring a couple small combination luggage locks. Sure, if someone really wanted 
to they could rip the bag open or break the locks, but it discourages would-be thieves at 
the airport or pickpockets. 

5. Bring a scarf. 

A scarf comes in handy whether it's to block the sun, the rain, to keep you warm, 
or to block sand and dust. 

*       *       * 

"All journeys have secret destinations of which the traveler is unaware." 
--Martin Buber 

*       *       * 

6. Or a baseball hat. 

A baseball hat is great to keep around, too. It's good to wear when you're doing 
outdoor sports that leave you cooking in the sun for a long time. 

7. How many bags and what kind? 



Bring one big suitcase with wheels and one big, expandable backpack. If your 
suitcase looks like everyone else's, then tie a colorful bandana or string around it so they 
don't get mixed up on the carousel. 

 

8. Your backpack. 

Keep all essentials in your backpack in case your luggage is lost. That includes 
mini toiletries (Walgreens and CVS sells travel-sizes), an extra shirt, underwear, socks, a 
pair of swim trunks, flip flops, etc. 

Your backpack should also be big enough to carry everything for a day trip or 
even weekend excursion. It's good to have one with dual zippers on each opening so they 
can be zip tied or locked, and has a water bottle holder on the side. 

By the way, my favorite place to find deals on good quality backpacks and any 
outdoor or adventure gear is the Clymb.com. 

9. Pack less but make sure it's quality. 

About 99% of us over pack, yet we end up wearing the same five things on the 
trip and wonder why we brought that fourth pair of shorts, third collared shirt, and extra 
pair of shoes. Even when I move to a place for a year and live out of one bag, I end up 



wearing my favorite and most comfortable outfits and leaving the rest at the bottom of 
the drawer. So only bring the clothes you really love and know you'll wear. 

*       *       * 

Bonus tips and travel trivia! 

I counted once (I was really bored) and estimated that 8 out of every 10 
suitcases or checked bags are black or dark gray. So if you want to spot your 
luggage quickly and ensure it's not picked up mistakenly by someone else, 
purchase luggage that's a bright primary color or a pattern. You can also mark it 
with a colorful bandana tied around the handle or put a sticker on it. 

*       *       * 

10. Bring matching clothes. 

Bring clothes that all match. So that pink shirt and plaid pair of green shorts might 
not be the best thing to pack because you'll only wear them once. I bring a lot of black, 
gray, or dark blue because it's all interchangeable. 

11. A few pairs of shorts and lots of shirts. 

Pack a few pairs of neutral colored shorts that match everything, and then mix and 
match different shirts. No one will ever notice you're wearing the same shorts or the same 
pair of jeans more than once.  

12. Skip the dress shoes. 

Most restaurants in tourist areas don't expect you to have elegant black shoes, and 
you rarely wear them on vacation, anyway. But there may be an occasion you want to 
dress a little nicer or get into that club or restaurant that has a dress code. The good news 
is that these days they make great sneakers that are super comfortable but come in brown 
or black and can double as dress shoes in a pinch. Check out some of them by Sketchers, 
Diesel, Kenneth Cole, and Ecco. You can check them out and get good deals at 
Zappos.com.    

13. Know what you can easily buy. 

In some parts of the world, street markets that sell cheap clothing and even 
electronics are ubiquitous. In other countries, it's almost impossible to buy an iPhone 
charger or pair of shoes in big U.S. sizes or without spending a mint in the main city. So 
plan ahead with a little research and know what to bring and what you can easily buy 
there. 

14. Bring an extra cord. 



That being said, bring an extra cable or charging cord if you're going to places 
where they are hard to come by. Electronics have a way of breaking or quitting at the 
most inopportune times. 

 

15. Wear shorts with pockets that snap or Velcro. 

A pair of shorts with deep pockets that snap or shut with Velcro are great to keep 
your wallet or keys secure.  

16. Comfortable shoes are your best friend. 

Don't bring a brand new pair of shoes and expect to walk around five miles a day 
sightseeing and standing in lines. Make sure shoes are well broken in. 

17. Dry wick shirts were made for traveling. 

In hot climates, you'll probably be sweating all the time, so dry wick shirts are 
great to bring along. They come in neutral colors like dark blue or black and look like 
normal t-shirts, but you can hang them out to dry or wash them in the sink and dry them 
in the sun and wear them often, while cotton will take forever to dry, get moldy, and 
stretch out. 



18. Bring a rope, bungee cord, or fishing line. 

In a pinch, you can string it up across your room or outside on the balcony to 
make an impromptu clothes line. Bring a few clips so your stuff doesn't blow away. 

19. Carry a few fun items to give to locals. 

Pens, dollar coins, Yankees hats, lighters, cheap I Love New York t-shirts, 
watches you aren't wearing, and CD's all make great gifts. Pass them out liberally to any 
security guards, taxi drivers, or tour guides you meet that do a fantastic job. They'll love 
you for it! 

20. Pack a light windbreaker and a mini umbrella. 

When it rains, it rains like crazy-- so bring a cheap plastic poncho that can go over 
you and your backpack, and a mini umbrella. You can always leave them if they get 
trashed. 

21. Bring dryer sheets. 

This is one of the best ways to keep clothes fresh, even when sweaty or wet. Put 
dryer sheets in your laundry bag, shoes, luggage, and backpack to keep everything 
smelling great. 

*       *       * 

"Perhaps travel cannot prevent bigotry, but by demonstrating that all peoples cry, 
laugh, eat, worry, and die, it can introduce the idea that if we try and understand each 

other, we may even become friends." 
--Maya Angelou 

*       *       * 

22. Wood and jade souvenirs transport well.  

Ceramic or glass souvenirs have a harder time surviving the trip, where wood, 
metal, or jade hold up. 

23. What about those safari vests and pants made for travelers? 

Don't wear those silly vests like a pro hunter and those tear off pants. They may 
be practical, but you look like a pro bass fisherman or like you're on safari in the middle 
of downtown London! Skip 'em for fashion's sake!  

24. Bring your oldest, most beat up pair of sneakers. 

They'll come in handy if you're doing a lot of outdoor activities like hiking, 
biking, running through the mud, kayaking, zip lining, jumping in waterfalls, etc. You 



won't be worried when they get soaking wet and filthy, and then you can just leave them 
behind when you go back home. 

 

25. Pack lots of underwear and comfy socks. 



You'll go through a lot of these and might not have easy access to do laundry. 

26. Wear your biggest, heaviest clothes and shoes on the plane. 

It often gets freezing cold on airplanes and you can always take things off in 
layers and use them as a pillow or just put them in the overhead if not needed. That also 
frees up the bulkiest things from your luggage so you can pack more and not go over 
weight.  

27. Stuff socks and t-shirts into shoes. 

To save room in your luggage and keep shoes from getting crushed, stuff socks, 
underwear, or rolled t-shirts into them. 

*       *       * 

Bonus tips and travel trivia! 

If you're traveling with your better half or your family, pick up a 
headphone splitter for a couple bucks and an extra pair of headphones. You'll be 
able to watch the same movie or listen to music together. 

*       *       * 

28. Roll 'em up. 

Rolling clothing before you place it into your suitcase saves a lot of room. For 
collared shirts, fold around the collar so it stays intact. Hang your clothing when you get 
there to keep it from getting too wrinkled. 

29. Bring a hooded sweatshirt. 

A big comfy warm hoody is your best friend when you travel and acts as a 
raincoat or even blanket in a pinch. 

30. Carry a mini sewing kit. 

Just in case you have little rips or problems with your clothes. 

31. Pack playing cards. 

It will help pass the time on long flights, bus rides, or during boring waits. 

32.  Bring a jump rope. 

One of the best forms of exercise is jumping rope and you can do it anywhere and 
it takes up almost no space in your luggage. It's also something children and other locals 
enjoy-- an instant way to make friends. You can also bring a Frisbee to throw around. It's 
great for the beach or any public park and you can give it away when you leave. 



 

Everywhere in the world I've traveled, I brought along a jump rope. I love setting 
up shop in nice parks, gardens, or even in front of beautiful temples and tourist sites and 
got a great workout jumping-- with a great view. In many countries, they've never seen a 
jump rope so the kids always want to try it and the adults are enthralled.  



Here is a video blog of a jump rope adventure I had with some poor street kids in 
Laos: 

33. Mail your stuff. 

As luggage fees have gone through the roof, travelers have started mailing 
themselves clothing or effects head of time instead of paying baggage fees. You can mail 
boxes to the hotel (and arrange it with them). Travelers also can put a care package 
together and mail souvenirs or gifts back home. 

 34. Inflatable and rolling luggage. 

They now make inflatable suitcases that expand huge and contract back down to 
normal size, allowing you to pack much more. For smaller trips, or if you want to carry 
far less luggage, they even have a roll-up bag that maximizes space.  

http://www.skyroll.com 



Chapter 4 - Airline Travel 
1. Choose the right line at security. 

Try not to get in line in the security queue behind families with little kids or 
elderly people-- they take forever to get through. 

2. Weigh your bags ahead of time. 

Before you ever leave your front door, weigh your bag. They have little hanging 
scales for travelers but the easiest way to do this is just weigh yourself and then weigh 
yourself again holding your bag on a common bathroom scale. You can find your airline's 
baggage policy on their website, and staying under that could save you $50 to $100 per 
overweight bag!  

By doing it ahead of time, you'll avoid embarrassing ordeals trying to rearrange 
and transfer weight to your carry-on with a line of impatient travelers behind you. 

I recently traveled through Southeast Asia for a year and my bag was ridiculously 
big and bulky, especially for some of the smaller airlines. Always worried about 
overweight bag fees, I'd throw it on the platform at check in but prop up the end of it a 
little with my knee, unbeknownst to the agent checking me in. A few times it saved me 
from huge fees! 

3. The best way to travel with a baby. 

If you have a little baby or a young one who might cry and scream the whole 
flight, there's a great way to win over the passengers around you who will have to endure 
it. Prepare about 20 little gift baggies, filled with bubble gum, candy, and ear plugs and 
wrapped with a nice bow. Attach a note that says, "Hi, my name is (baby's name) and I'm 
18 months old. This is my first time on a plane and I'm going to see grandma. I'm going 
to try to be good but I might cry a little bit because it's all so new and scary. So I really 
appreciate your patience and understanding. By the way, my parents (name and name) 
aren't too bad either, so say hi to them if you'd like. Thanks so much!" 

When you board the plane, pass out the baggies to everyone within 6 rows or so 
of you. I saw a couple do this on a flight once and everyone loved it. Even though the 
baby did cry the whole time, no one minded at all! 

4. Bring earplugs and night shades. 

If you have trouble sleeping on planes, bring earplugs or a shade to cover your 
eyes, especially on long overnight flight. You'll be amazed how much better you sleep. 

5. Don't forget the neck pillow. 



Airplane seats just aren't designed for a comfortable snooze, especially if you're 
bigger. Bringing a neck pillow can really help you be comfortable and sleep on the flight. 
In a pinch, a rolled up sweatshirt will do. 

 



*       *       * 

Bonus tips and travel trivia! 

The top U.S. airlines for overall performance are: 

1. Delta 

2. Virgin America 

3. Alaska 

4. JetBlue 

5. Frontier 

(American, US Airways, and United rank at the bottom.) 

*       *       * 

6. Get airport information. 

GateGuru is a great app to download before you travel, as it has detailed 
information on every airport, terminal, and restaurant, and there are many other apps that 
do the same. TravelNerd.com has up-to-date lists of airline fees and airline and airport 
information.  

7. "Ice" is a dirty word. 

When you order a drink on an airplane, request it without ice because the water 
they use is bacteria-ridden. 

8. Bring your own pillow or blanket. 

Airline pillows and blankets aren't cleaned regularly unless stained -- just folded 
and put back in plastic bags. So cozy up and get comfortable at your own risk! (Or bring 
your own.)  

9. How to deal with turbulence. 

If you run into turbulence and it's making you a little sick or uncomfortable, try 
shaking or juggling your body every time the plane shakes. It will alleviate some of the 
motion sickness and actually trick your mind into feeling better. 

10. How to deal with that annoying seatmate. 

We've all sat next to that annoying traveler who just wants to talk to you the 
whole time and won't leave you alone. To get them disengaged, pretend to be asleep or 
have your headphones on so they'll stop chewing your ear off. 



11. For long layovers, pre-book an airport lounge. 

If you have an extended layover between flights and want to be more comfortable, 
consider paying to use the airline lounge. Almost all airlines have them for premier and 
first class passengers, and you can relax on a couch, take a little nap, eat some free food, 
recharge your devices, and use their Wi-Fi. It may cost you $40 or $50, but it will be well 
worth it. 

12. Use the premier lounge staff. 

An interesting note is that these premier lounges have their own dedicated airline 
staff working in there to help you, so if you got bumped from a flight or are trying to 
make other arrangements, you'll get great service and won't have to wait in the long lines 
at customer service.  

13. Hire someone to drive you to and from the airport. 

Instead of using the expensive airport shuttle, which could cost as much as $200 
each way for a family, hire a college kid, friend, or your babysitter to drive you and pick 
you up in your own car.  

*       *       * 

"The traveler sees what he sees, the tourist sees what he has come to see."  
--Gilbert K. Chesterton 

*       *       * 

14. It doesn't hurt to ask. 

Whenever you show up at the airport, hotel, or rental car agency, ask for a free or 
low cost upgrade.  The worst they can say is "no," but you might be surprised what they 
may offer! 

15. Hydrate and eat healthy. 

Traveling and sitting on an airplane can real dehydrate you so chug plenty of 
water. Instead of pigging out on McDonalds, try healthy snacks and fruit you can even 
take aboard the plane. You'll feel much better the next day and get over any jet lag easier.  

16. Don't forget to bring Chapstick and small lotion. 

Even though you're drinking lots of water, your skin can get extremely 
dehydrated, especially with drastic climate changes and on long flights. So bring lip balm 
and a travel-sized skin lotion. 

17. Load up the iPad. 



There's nothing that makes traveling time go by faster than a bunch of good 
movies, music, or podcasts. So download a great selection and have them on your iPad, 
tablet, or laptop.  

 

18. Bring a great new book. 

Or, if you're more of a reader, bring along a fantastic new paperback book and try 
to finish it by the end of the trip. 

19. Dress for comfort. 

You might be traveling somewhere warm but airplanes can be freezing, so dress 
in layers. Big sweatpants, a warm hooded sweatshirt, and thick socks are great for a 
comfortable plane ride. You can even buy a warm and comfy pair of slippers for the 
plane for a couple bucks that you leave behind.  



20. Bring bubble gum. 

I always like to bring a pack of gum while traveling. Not only does it help after 
meals if you can't brush, but I chew it on take offs and descents and it helps clear my 
ears. 

21. Skip the flip-flops. 

It's recommended you don't wear flip-flops or sandals on a plane for safety 
reasons. (You'll be able to learn many more flying safety tips in the free guide at the end 
of this book.) 

22. Position your air nozzle. 

Breathing the recirculated air on airplanes is a great way to get sick. To help try 
and stay healthy, position your air nozzle so the air is blowing right in front of you  - not 
directly on you. 

23. Hand sanitizer. 

Bring plenty of hand sanitizer and thoroughly clean your hands whenever you 
touch a surface or go to the public restroom in germ-ridden airports and planes. 

24. Bring your own water bottle. 

You can't bring water or beverages through security, but you can bring an empty 
water bottle and fill up in the water fountain once inside. 

25. Carry travel size containers. 

Pharmacies like CVS and Walgreens have a whole section of travel items these 
days, including containers that are all approved for carry-on bags per TSA regulations to 
make it simple. They also sell empty plastic bottles that are the approved size, so you can 
fill them up at home with your shampoos, soaps, or lotions. 

26. Remember 3-1-1. 

An easy way to remember what you can bring in your carry-on is to memorize the 
3-1-1 rule.  

Liquids, gels, aerosols, creams and pastes must be 3.4 ounces (100ml) or less per 
container. They must be in 1 quart-sized, clear, plastic, zip-top bag. And 1 bag per 
traveler placed in the screening bin is allowed. 

*       *       * 

Bonus tips and travel trivia! 

Las Vegas, Nevada has the most hotel rooms of any city in the world. 



*       *       * 

27. Skip the line and make the call instead 

If you miss your flight, it's cancelled, or you get bumped, don't stand in line at the 
customer service queue waiting for an agent along with dozens of other angry and 
impatient people. Instead, simply dial up the airline's customer service 800-number (they 
have international numbers, too). You'll speak to someone much faster and get resolution 
or a rebooking from someone who isn't overwhelmed or stressed. (Or, you can make the 
call while you're in line-- seeing who helps you first!) 

 

28. Buy crutches and show up for your flight. 

You'd be amazed how much preferential treatment you get at the airport and on 
the airline-- and possibly an upgrade-- when you're on crutches. Of course I don't 
advocate faking an injury and doing this, but if you need them, don't be afraid to bring 
them. 

I was flying from the Philippines to Hawaii once and had twisted my ankle badly 
a week before so had crutches. When the Hawaiian Airlines staff saw me holding 
crutches in the check-in line, they ushered me forward and offered to check the crutches 
for me, and then sat me in a wheelchair and pushed me around the airport all the way to 
boarding the plane. The only thing was that I didn't really need the crutches anymore and 



could walk fine with only a slight limp. So when I got off the plane in Taiwan and we had 
to get our bags and go through customs, I left them, figuring someone else could use 
them more than me. But when I showed up in Hawaii they were on the luggage carousel, 
carefully wrapped up in plastic. I left them once again for the same reason, and went on 
to a great visit in Hawaii. When I got to the airport 10 days later to head back to New 
York, there were my crutches, still wrapped up and waiting for me at gate I was boarding, 
with a note on them with my name. This time, I officially donated them to the airport 
instead of just leaving them. Hawaiian Airlines is so good they won't even lose your 
luggage when you're trying to lose it! 

29. Carry a pen with you on the plane. 

When the flight attendants pass out customs and immigration forms, you'll be able 
to fill them out ahead of time and be ready to breeze through once you land. You might 
even bring an extra pen so people like me can borrow one from you! 

30. Get to customs quickly. 

When your plane lands at your foreign destination, rush off the plane and speed 
walk to the customs queue-- the difference between first in line or last in line could mean 
an hour wait or more. Run! 



Chapter 5 - Hotels and Accommodations 
1. Start nice and go down from there. 

When I'm traveling to an exotic part of the world that's completely unfamiliar to 
me, I usually book my first night or two in a nice hotel. (Of course, what you consider 
"nice" may be different, because for me that's three stars!) That way, I have transportation 
from the airport arranged and a very comfortable place to rest up, get situated, and get my 
bearings a little. I'm usually wiped out from the gazillion-hour plane ride and want 
nothing more than a shower, a comfy bed, and a good meal. At my own leisure the next 
day I can start exploring the neighborhood around my hotel and then the town or city, the 
whole time asking around where there are good but cheaper hotels and looking around for 
areas I like. I always easily find a place after a night or two, and then I switch over, 
already acclimated and ready to tackle my travels with gusto. 

 



2. Put it on the card.  

Put big purchases like hotel stays and airline tickets on your credit card. Most of 
the good ones offer some level of fraud protection, dispute resolution, or even travel 
insurance, etc. automatically. Give them a call to find out the details, but it doesn't hurt.  

3. You might not be doing business with the actual hotel. 

Realize that when you book through a website like Hotels.com or Booking.com, 
etc., you'll be dealing with the website customer service if you have any issues or need to 
make changes, not the hotel. So know their policies and only book through credible, 
established sites or else it could be a nightmare to try and even reach them, yet alone 
resolve any problems. 

4. Stay at a hotel that offers free breakfast.   

Eating a good meal in the morning will get you ready for a day of sightseeing and 
save you money on one meal a day.  When you search and book online, you'll be able to 
see which establishments offer complimentary breakfast. But give them a call or drop an 
email if you want to see the quality of breakfast-- some just offer coffee and a basket of 
rolls or pastries and call it breakfast. You want the big buffet! 

5. Take advantage of the hotel concierge. 

Any good hotel has one, and it's their sole job just to give you good information, 
money-saving recommendations, and make sure your stay is a comfortable one.   

6. Use social media to get their attention.  

If something goes wrong and the hotel isn't being helpful, take a photo or write a 
stern but fair Tweet and send it out with the hashtag #Travel and others. It's an incredibly 
effective way to get the problem fixed! To be consistent, tweet out good news and 
glowing reviews about hotels, restaurants, and airlines, too. 

7. Do you really need a four or five-star hotel? 

If you aren't going to spend a lot of time in your hotel room, booking a two or 
three-star hotel will save you a lot of money. Booking websites makes it easy to see 
pictures and read reviews so you can get a clean, comfortable room for less than five-star 
prices. Use the money elsewhere such as for great restaurants, spa days, or splurge on that 
extra side trip. 

*       *       * 

Bonus tips and travel trivia! 

One of my favorite travel radio shows is Rudy Maxa's World. Check them 
out and you'll learn a lot!   



*       *       * 

8. Book a hotel that offers free airport pickup and drop off. 

Getting to and from the airport can add up in a big way, so check to see if your 
hotel offers free shuttle service when you book it. But be careful-- some hotels list that 
they have airport shuttles under the 'amenities' section or description, but then later try to 
charge you for it. You can clarify by sending an email to the hotel (along with other 
questions). 

9. Research your neighborhoods. 

Locate a central area or neighborhood where you know you'll be spending a lot of 
time and look for a hotel in close proximity. Too often, the great hotel deals are way out 
of the central areas so it's a pain to get taxis and you feel isolated. There's nothing better 
than walking out of your door and being right in the heart of the action! 

10. But don't stay in the entertainment district. 

If you have kids or want a quiet vacation, don't book in high traffic entertainment 
districts where music and bars will go all night long. 

11. How to read reviews. 

Definitely look at a good sample of reviews for hotels and attractions online, but 
it's important to know how to filter out the crazy people who will never be happy, 
complain just because things aren't like in the U.S., etc. Throw out the one and five-star 
reviews and only read the two to four-star reviews. Try to focus in on reviews that list 
both good and bad qualities because you know they're being fair. Also, if you see the 
same issue (nasty pool, for instance) listed consistently in several reviews, you know it's 
probably an issue and not just one person's opinion. 

12. Look at the right photos. 

Hotels usually post brilliant photos of the cleanest, nicest, and biggest rooms or 
only the nicest common areas, so take them with a grain of salt. A more accurate 
portrayal will come from the visitor submitted photos. Most websites now have sections 
for reviewers to post their personal photos, which will be more accurate. 

For your amusement, there's a website that documents notorious hotel 
misrepresentation in their photos!  

13. Know the cancellation and change policies. 

When you're booking hotels, airlines, cruises, etc., pay attention to the 
cancellation policy and the change policy. Keep track of what you reserved in case you 
need to make any changes. 



 

14. Check the bedbug registry. 

It's gross, but bed bugs are a real problem in hotels -- including nice ones. There's 
even a special website just to track recent reports of bed bugs, so look up your hotel and 
make sure there won't be any uninvited guests in your bed.  

15. Reconfirm. 

It doesn't hurt to get online and reconfirm your flights, hotel rooms, rental cars, 
etc. a day or two before you leave. You never know when there's a schedule change, 
overbooking, etc., and when that happens it's usually first come first serve to get sorted 
out.  

16. Book one night at first. 

If you're not traveling during the busiest time of the year for vacationers, it 
sometimes makes sense to book only one night in advance. There's nothing worse than 
booking (and paying for) a hotel for seven nights ahead of time and then realizing you 
hate it when you get there, but are stuck. If you stay only one night you can try it out and 
then book more time (even immediately if you wish) if you like it, or bounce to the next 
hotel the next day. 

17. Booking a room for the kids. 



If you're traveling with kids, ask for extra beds in one room so you don't have to 
pay full price for two rooms. Or, if your sanity is more important than saving money, 
book an adjoining room that has a door into yours so you can come and go and keep an 
eye on them. 

18. Couch surf or home swap. 

For those super-broke backpackers (which I was for a long time) there are great 
websites like couchsurfing.com that let you connect with people who will open up the 
living room sofa or even a spare bedroom to you. In exchange, you can host cool 
travelers back in your home country. For vacationers with more means, there are home 
swap services where you can rent someone's private home for a week or two.   

*       *       * 

"A good traveler has no fixed plans and is not intent on arriving."  
--Lao Tzu 

*       *       * 

19. Airbnb.com 

Airbnb is a great service for that, allowing regular people to rent out their homes, 
apartments, or unique spaces (like villas or even castles!) to travelers.   

20. Check out hostels and guesthouses, too. 

An option much cheaper than hotels is to stay in hostels or guesthouses. Hostels 
aren't just for young backpackers anymore, and some of them are really cool, funky, and 
super fun. You can usually book a private room at a hostel so you won't have to sleep in a 
dorm. Guest houses are a step up from there but still cheaper than most corporate hotels 
and offer a personal, family-style stay, sort of like the bed and breakfast of international 
accommodations.  

21. Hostel websites. 

HostelWorld.com is a great site to get started getting information. 

https://www.hihostels.com 

http://etramping.com/35-coolest-hostels-from-around-the-world/ 

21. Get a refund if prices drop. 

If you book a hotel room through Tingo.com, you'll automatically get a refund if 
the establishment drops its price at all before you check in.  

21. Booking a hotel the last minute. 



If hotels have rooms still free when everyone checks out and new visitors check 
in, they offer them at huge discounts. You can hunt for these deals on websites and apps 
like HotelsTonight.com. 

 

22. Always request a late check out. 

Just to be safe, request a late check out so you won't be rushed or have no place to 
go until your next hotel is ready/your bus leaves/you have to go to the airport, etc. 

23. Ask for a discount. 

I know I sound like a broken record, but always ask for a discount if you stay a 
while, if you pay cash, you promise to leave great reviews online, or it's the slow season.  

*       *       * 

Bonus tips and travel trivia! 

Of all travel spending, food service is the top cost with 24%! 
Transportation is second at 18%, then lodging just under 18%, auto transport 
(rental cars, taxis, bus trips, etc.) at 17%, shopping at 10%, and recreation and 
amusement at 10%. 



*       *       * 

24. Carry a card. 

Grab a business card from your hotel's front desk and keep it on you so you can 
just show it to a taxi driver or someone on the street if you get lost. 

25. Use the safe. 

Use the hotel safe for your valuables when you leave. You should have the option 
to set your own combination, so don't pick anything obvious like 1-2-3-4. 

26. Separate the key and the AC card. 

In many foreign hotels, they will give you a room key on a ring. It's attached to a 
plastic card that you slip into the air conditioning slot to make it run when you're in the 
room. The only problem is that if you're coming and going frequently -- or gone for a 
number of hours -- the AC will be off and the room will heat up like crazy, and take a 
long time to cool down again. Of course they do this to save money, but if you wanted to 
use the AC at your discretion to keep the room cool, you can usually pry the key ring 
open and take the AC card off, leaving it in the slot to run the AC when you're gone. The 
staff hates this trick -- but you actually use less energy by keeping it a reasonable 
temperature without having to crank it up on full blast every time you come back.  

27. Tip your cleaning staff. 

According to TripAdvisor, only 31% of Americans tip the cleaning staff at hotels. 
These are often the hardest working people who have to deal with all kinds of crazy and 
unsanitary stuff, so please take good care of them. Tipping $1 to $5 a night is suggested, 
though in foreign countries they probably expect far less.  

28. Don't wait until the end of your stay to tip. 

It makes sense to leave tips for cleaning staff, porters, and security guards daily, 
or after a few days, instead of waiting until the end of your trip. That way, they'll know 
you care up front and take better care of you, and you won't miss them if they're not 
working the shift when you leave.  

29. Leave luggage at the hotel for side trips. 

If you're taking a side trip for a long weekend but don't want to lug along all of 
your baggage, leave it at the hotel. They'll be happy to keep it safe under lock and key 
until you get back even though you won't be a guest during those nights. You'll be much 
less encumbered with just the essentials in your backpack! 



 



30. Leave the key at front desk. 

In many international hotels, they'll allow you to turn in your room key to the 
front desk when you leave. That way there's no chance you'll lose it, or if your party splits 
up or if someone comes back to the hotel early, they can get into the room via the front 
desk. 

31. Request an early check in. 

Hotel hours are annoying because even though you pay a high nightly premium, 
they don't want you to check in until 2 p.m. but then check out at 11 a.m. (What happens 
to all of those people between 11 and 2? Are they just expected to wander the streets?!) 
So I automatically request an early check in-- and a late check out.  

32. Let them hold your luggage. 

If for some reason I get there too early and room isn't ready, I give them my 
luggage to hold and go explore the city with only my backpack in tow, or even better, sit 
by the pool.   

33. Watch out for the additional person fee.  

Hotel room rates are based on double occupancy, but if you don't check in with 
your "Plus One," they usually won't let someone else stay there overnight without 
charging an additional person fee. So understand their policy if you plan on bringing a 
boyfriend or girlfriend back to your room at night. Many hotels won't allow extra guests 
because they're worried about theft and inappropriate activity. 

*       *       * 

Bonus tips and travel trivia! 

At any give moment on any given day, there are 61,000 people in the air 
space over the United States. 

*       *       * 

34. And the Wi-Fi fee.  

The strange paradox is that really expensive, luxury hotels charge for Wi-Fi, 
while almost every hostel, guesthouse, and budget hotel offers good Internet for free. So 
ask beforehand if there's a fee. You may be able to get around it by enrolling in that 
hotel's rewards program. 

35. And gym and spa fees. 

Some hotels have free gyms and spas for your use, but others charge. Check you 
bill before you pay because sometimes they tack on these fees automatically, but will 



waive them if you say you didn't use those facilities. The same goes for the housekeeping 
gratuity (it may already be included) and telephone charges. 

 

36. Use another hotel's amenities. 

Just because you want to stay in a basic, clean two or three-star hotel to save 
money, that doesn't mean you have to miss out on all of the luxury and amenities. Many 
nice hotels, particularly the big international chains, open their services up to visitors. 
You may have to pay a small day fee, but that could very well open up the gym, spa, and 
recreation areas to you for the day. Or many hotels with beautiful pools let you use them 
for free as long as you buy lunch or some beverages.  

Back when I was young and crazy (and very broke), I backpacked around the 
world with my good buddy Phil. We were on a ridiculously low budget so most of our 
accommodations wished they were one-star. But in every city around the world we'd find 



a huge, shining, luxurious Marriot hotel. So we'd go there in the morning and hang out in 
the plush lobby, reading the complimentary US Today, indulging on the free coffee and 
muffins, and enjoying the fact that their restroom was bigger and nicer than our whole 
hotel room! 

 



Chapter 6 - Frequent Flyer and Reward Programs 
1. Join ahead of time. 

These days, they usually won't let you sign up for frequent flyer programs at the 
counter when you check in, instead telling you to get online and sign up. By the time you 
do that, you won't have credit for those flights and will have to get online to register 
them, a lengthy process. So sign up ahead of time and you'll be all set at the airport.  

2. Join in-flight. 

They also give you the opportunity with a credit card application on some flights, 
which start you out with 40,000 miles as a bonus for signing up. But read the fine print -- 
you usually have to spend a certain amount on the card and pay the annual fee before you 
get credited for those miles.  

3. Confirm. 

When you first check in at the airport, ask the attendant to confirm your miles 
have been registered with your frequent flyer account. Make sure they get both legs of the 
flight. 

4. Check up. 

Don't just take their word for it, check in periodically on the airline's website to 
make sure your miles have been logged. If you don't see them posted after 90 days of 
flying, contact the airlines. 

5. Save your paperwork. 

Save all ticketing receipts and boarding passes until you see those miles posted. 
Without them, you might not be able to prove you earned the miles. 

6. Check networks. 

When you fly with an airline and try to accumulate award miles, ask if they are 
part of a network, like OneWorld, Star Alliance, and Star. Sometimes, you can acquire or 
use your miles within the same network, not just with one airline. 

7. Don't let them expire. 

Most people don't realize that accrued airline miles can expire, rendering them 
useless! Read the fine print and ask questions when you sign up to learn their policies. 
However, they change policies all the time, so if you're about to lose miles, a great trick 
is to make a purchase with an affiliated partner, which "reinstates" your miles. It doesn't 
even have to be a big purchase-- a simple magazine subscription may extend the use of 
your miles for up to 18 months. 

8. Understand award availability. 



A common consumer misconception is that getting an award ticket with frequent 
flyer miles is as easy as booking any ticket-- you just make your choice of dates and 
flights. But the airlines offer a very small segment of seats on each flight for awards 
travel. With 80% of flights totally full year around, it's often difficult to even book your 
seat. 

 

9. Call instead of going online to redeem. 

For that reason, it's usually more efficient to call the airline's reservation center to 
book your award tickets instead of trying to go through their website. Booking via the 
phone will probably cost you $25, but it will be well worth it, as a real live human being 
will do the hard work of looking through all the dates, flights, and options to get you a 
seat. 

10. Earn award miles through your credit card. 

The single best way to accrue frequent flyer miles is to apply for a credit card that 
offers bonus miles for new customers. It's easy to find them -- there are plenty of 
websites to guide you through the best credit cards for airline miles, and the airlines even 
promote offers right on the plane. Typically, a credit card offers 30,000-40,000 award 
miles upon signing up. I've heard of shrewd consumers signing up with as many cards as 
possible, getting the miles, and then cancelling their cards-- though I wouldn't 
recommend it because I can't imagine that's good for your credit! 



Of course, read the fine print with credit cards because some of them have high 
annual fees or restrictions. You'll have to weigh the upside of using a card that earns you 
miles with just one airline, versus some of the cards -- like Chase Sapphire -- that build 
up miles you can use to book a ticket with just about any airline.  

*       *       * 

Bonus tips and travel trivia! 

Before the expansion of European colonialism, East was often "up" or 
featured on maps, hence the word "orientation," which comes from the Orient.  To 
read an interesting blog about how maps can change our perspective of the world, 
click here.   

*       *       * 

11. Free flights are just one of the perks. 

It's not just about free flights -- the perks of airline rewards membership include 
getting elite status, business and first upgrades, early check in, use of the lounge, seat 
preference, and early boarding. 

12. Timing is everything. 

When is it the best time to try and book your awards travel? The answer is, 
"surprisingly early or quite late." In fact, it's best to try and cash in your airline miles 330 
days before the date of travel, which is when airlines first post seats on their reservation 
computers. If you miss that date and can't find a seat earlier, many airlines start opening 
up blocks of unsold seats within 14 days of travel, just to fill flights. 

13. Stick with one airline. 

Join as many airlines miles clubs as you'd like but all things being equal, try to 
use the same airline to accrue miles and earn awards more rapidly. Maybe your local 
airport is a hub for a certain airline, which will make it easy. 

14. Intentionally get bumped. 

Quite often, the airlines overbook and ask for volunteers to get shuffled to a later 
flight. Take them up on this but negotiate a huge chunk of airline miles to go along with 
whatever voucher they're offering. 

15. Travel for work. 

Be the guy or gal who volunteers to fly for any business trip that's far away, but 
make sure you get credit for the miles. 



 

*       *       * 



"Wandering re-establishes the original harmony which once existed between man and 
the universe."  

--Anatole France 

*       *       * 

16. Find free offers. 

Check the airlines' websites and sign up for their email list and Like their social 
media pages. They'll offer ways to earn free miles like asking you to take surveys, review 
products, and offer partner subscriptions such as with Netflix.  

17. Use them or lose them. 

Airlines systematically devalue their airline miles, so what 50,000 miles gets you 
today won't be the same as what it will get you next year -- or next month. So don't be a 
hoarder and amass frequent flyer miles for a big vacation when you retire -- use them as 
soon as you have enough for a free ticket. 

18. Mileage runs. 

"Professional" frequent flyers scour the newspapers and Internet for really cheap 
flights to destinations far away. They'll take these flights just for the sole purpose of 
accruing huge amounts of miles. So you see a trip to Hong Kong for only $385 that will 
get you 40,000 miles? Pack your bags and get ready for a three day adventure, and know 
that your next flight will be free. There are also ways to request far off connecting cities 
when booking your flight just to get more miles. Again, this is probably only for serious 
frequent flyers! 

*       *       * 

Bonus tips and travel trivia! 

Mongolia has the lowest population density of any country in the world, with 4 
people every square mile. The tiny nation of Monaco is the most densely populated, 
squeezing their 32,410 citizens into an area of just .75 square miles! 

*       *       * 

19. Get on their email lists. 

Airlines, travel agencies, and Internet booking sites offer discount codes on 
flights, hotels, and packages all the time. The savings can really add up, but the problem 
is that most of us don't know about them or where to find the discount codes. By signing 
up for the airline or travel site's email list, you'll get those discounts and offers right in 
your inbox.  

20. Valuing frequent flyer miles. 



How do you know if it makes sense to cash in your frequent flyer miles instead of 
buying a ticket? According to Consumer Reports, the value of a frequent flyer mile is 
$.012. Since most airlines charge 25,000 miles for a round-trip domestic ticket, the value 
of a ticket is around $300. So if the ticket is on sale for less than $.012 per mile, don't 
cash them in! 

 

21. Resources. 

There are plenty of good websites to guide you through the best and worst offers 
from airlines and keep track of your miles from all airlines in one easy place. 

FrequentFlier.com, MilePort.com, Award.com, GoMiles.com, 
MileageManager.com, Milewise.com, Points.com, Traxo.com, TripIt.com, 
UsingMiles.com and Yodlee.com are all great. 

22. What's the craziest way to accrue miles? 

When you have a credit card that gives you reward miles towards free tickets, it 
creates the urge to spend more on the card (that's the whole point) in order to rack up free 
trips. I've seen people pay all of their bills and even their mortgage payment with travel 
rewards credit cards, just to earn points. But no one was more innovative than a guy I 
knew who had an ingenious hustle figured out, that allowed him and his wife to travel all 
over the world for almost two years straight-- without costing him a dime! Every month, 



he would purchase commemorative U.S. coins via the Internet. He had to pay a small 
amount for shipping but it wasn't much since he bought them in bulk-- sometimes up to 
$10,000 at a time!  

The very day he got his coins in the mail, he'd bring them down to the local bank 
and deposit them in his bank account for the same amount, and then immediately pay off 
his credit card balance before any interest accrued. He started out small and kept 
increasing the monthly amount purchases when he saw it was working, until he was 
buying up to $20,000 worth of coins every month, getting him more miles and points for 
flights and hotels than he could use up! While I don't think this is illegal, I know the 
credit cards and airlines don't condone it and might find a way to stop the practice. But 
there's nothing wrong with putting as many big purchases on your rewards credit card as 
possible and then paying it off immediately!. 



Chapter 7 - Food 
1. Eat local food. 

You should definitely try all sorts of exotic and different local food when 
traveling. Half the fun is experimenting and getting out of your comfort zone! Take 
photos of the crazy things you eat!  

Along my travels, I've eaten snake, spiders, crickets, beetles, larvae, iguana, 
exotic bird eggs, hedgehog, and a lot of mystery meat that I was afraid to ask what it was. 
But they all taste like chicken-- except for the spiders, which taste like spiders!  

2. Watch out for spicy food. 

A lot of countries have cuisine that's so spicy it can make you breath smoke! In 
places like Mexico, India, Thailand, and Vietnam, they pride themselves on their fiery 
cooking. Try a little bit first and wait-- as the effect often takes a few minutes to kick in. 
Realize there are often two different scales of hot-- foreigner hot and local hot.  

I've eaten some crazy spicy food in my travels, in places like Vietnam and 
Mexico. But none was hotter than in Thailand, where I ate at a little open-air restaurant 
outside of my hotel. I was the only foreigner eating there (should have been my first clue) 
but they had a premade rice and curry dish so they couldn't adapt it to be less spicy. It 
tasted great and I was hungry so I wolfed down almost the whole plate before the intense 
burning came on. It got worse and worse, even as I went through two bottles of water and 
two Cokes. The staff just kept feeding me beverages and laughing as tears and snot 
streamed down my face like I'd been Maced. Finally, I threw money at them and ran back 
to my hotel, where I jumped into the hotel pool with my mouth open! 

3. What should you do if you eat food that's way too spicy?  

Water probably won't help-- it only spreads the oils that are scorching your 
mouth, and I've heard that soda is the worst thing you could consume. I've heard that 
dairy products like milk quench the flames; eating acidic foods like lemon, lime, or 
pineapple help, and sugar, peanut butter, honey, or other foods that coat your tongue will 
cool you down.  

4. Drink bottled water. 

A lot of foreign countries don't enjoy the same consistently clean drinking water 
that we can get out of the tap in the U.S. There's nothing worse than being sick or getting 
a nasty intestinal bug while you're traveling and spending most of your time in the hotel, 
so always drink bottled water. And wash fruit or other things you're going to eat with 
clean drinking water. 

*       *      * 

Bonus tips and travel trivia! 



JetBlue Airlines allows passengers to check one bag at no charge, while 
Southwest lets passengers check two bags for free. (Most major airlines charge 
$25 or more for checked bags.) 

*       *      * 

 

5. Pass on ice. 

Order your drinks specifically without ice in developing countries, because almost 
no restaurants will make it with bottled water.   

6. Eat fruit with a peel, not a skin. 

Fruit with a peel-- like bananas, mangos, oranges, etc. is safe to eat but fruit with 
skin like apples, pears, etc. is much more susceptible to bacteria and things that can make 
you sick. For that reason, be careful ordering salads with lettuce anywhere but the nicest 
restaurants. 

7. Only eat certain things at street markets. 

Some of the best food I've ever eaten was at street markets (like in Thailand, 
Vietnam, and the Middle East), but you also have to be careful. The sanitation and 



cleanliness might range from suspect all the way to terrible, almost guaranteeing you'll 
get sick. Do some Googling about the street food in the country you're visiting. 

*       *      * 

"I always wonder why birds stay in the same place when they can fly anywhere on the 
earth. Then I ask myself the same question." 

--Harun Yahya 

*       *      * 

8. Only eat food that's well cooked. 

As a general rule when eating street food and at markets, common restaurants, 
etc., stay away from seafood, ceviche, or things that aren't boiled or thoroughly cooked.  

 

9. Don't eat sushi, ceviche, or seafood unless you're at the ocean. 

In many exotic countries, refrigeration and cleanliness practices aren't up to our 
standard, so be careful what you eat and where. If you're visiting the beach, enjoy all the 
seafood you want, but that may not be a good idea in the mountains or in the far off main 
city. Trust me on this-- I'll never eat ceviche from a street stall in Lima, Peru again! 

10. Hostels or guesthouses usually have kitchens. 

Fancy hotels are great, but if you're watching your budget or just want more of a 
local or family experience, consider staying in a hostel or guesthouse, which usually have 
kitchens you can use. That way, you can go shopping in the local market and prepare 
some of your own meals, saving you a lot of money and adding to your authentic 
experience. 

11. Skip the hotel food. 

There are always far better dining options (and less expensive) than eating lunch 
or dinner at the hotel. They'll also overcharge for drinks so much it's ridiculous. 

12. Check if your hotel has a mini fridge. 

Book a hotel room that has a small refrigerator so you can stockpile water, fruit, 
and snacks.  This will help you to save on impulse purchases at tourist sites, restaurants, 
or from the expensive minibar.  

13. Eat where the locals eat. 

In a lot of countries, residents often eat on the go or at more casual places than big 
formal sit down restaurants.  So look for night markets, food stands, kiosks, noodle 
houses, tapas joints and such for great and inexpensive food. 



 

*       *      * 

Bonus tips and travel trivia! 

Since the inception of major airlines in the 1960's, most have lost money 
and the airlines have been at a deficit every year-- the difference made up with 
federal subsidies. But even though ticket prices are lower than ever based on 
consumer demand and Internet comparison sites, baggage fees and miscellaneous 
luggage, meal, booking, and overweight fees are higher than ever, though with the 
same end result-- airlines are not profitable for the most part. (Southwest is an 
exception based on their unique business model.)  



*       *      * 

14. To save money, drink water at meals. 

By only drinking water at restaurants, you can probably save a couple hundred 
dollars per week. How did I come up with that math? For a family of 4, sodas or iced teas 
can easily add $10 or more to each meal.  

15. Look for the discounts. 

Eat dinner at restaurants that have early bird discounts and nights when kids eat 
free. A lot of restaurants in tourist areas also try to win your business with happy hour 
specials.  

16. What about buffets? 

All-you-can-eat buffets are not only in the U.S. these days, and you may 
encounter a few of them while traveling. Just be careful because unless you're at a high-
end restaurant or hotel, the quality may be suspect at best and the food may not be 
sanitary or been sitting out for too long.  

If you want to take advantage of your hotel's all-you-can-eat breakfast buffet but 
don't want to sit there and gorge yourself every morning, you can do what I did back 
when I was young and extremely broke: I'd put a plastic bag in my backpack and have it 
sitting at the base of my chair, and on the sly throw some food in there every once in a 
while so I'd have another meal later in the day. There's nothing like midday bacon and 
eggs out of a backpack. (Ok, so maybe stick to apples and muffins.) 

17. Ask a local. 

It's easy to find the most amazing food anywhere you are; put down the 
guidebook and ask your taxi driver or luggage porter or just the random guy on the street 
where their favorite eatery is.  

*       *      * 

Bonus tips and travel trivia! 

The most expensive hotel room in the world costs $83,200 a night at the 
Royal Penthouse Suite in Geneva at Hotel President Wilson. 

*       *      * 

18. Stay out of touristy restaurants. 

Restaurants in touristy areas like on the beach or main streets charge exorbitant 
prices and usually aren't as good compared to restaurants only a few blocks away. Walk a 
block or two away and you'll get a better meal for a much lower price. 



19. Look for the meal of the day. 

Many local eating establishments have a meal of the day, which is one of their 
favorite dishes so you know it tastes great, is made fresh, and is a great bargain. 

 

20. Communicate your food allergies. 

If you have serious food allergies, pay close attention to where you eat and how 
you communicate with the kitchen. Even if you tell them you're allergic to a certain food 
and they shake their head and agree that it's not in your dish, don't trust them. Between 
the language barrier and affinity to just answering positively in many cultures, there's still 
a risk. The best thing to do is to translate your specific food allergy information and 
preparation request into their language and have it written on a notecard, which you hand 
them to show to the cook. 



Chapter 8 - Staying in Touch 
1. Check in with friends. 

Email friends or family before and after you fly or take side trips or tours. They'll 
appreciate knowing where you are and that you're safe, and if something goes wrong, 
they'll know where you went. 

2. Tell the hotel. 

Likewise, alert someone at the hotel that you're going in a tour or excursion and 
who you're going with.  

3. Learn a few words in the local language. 

Knowing how to speak a few essential words and basic phrases will help you get 
so much more out of your vacation, understand the locals, and pay respect to the culture. 
No one expects you to become fluent and they won't mind if you make lots of mistakes, 
but just making the effort and being able to say, "Please, thank you, where's the 
bathroom, how much, etc." can make a huge difference. 

4. Know the metric system. 

If you travel anywhere in the world other than the U.S. or England, you might be 
shocked to find that everyone uses the metric system. You don't have to become 
proficient at the whole system, but understanding approximately how far 200 meters is 
and being able to convert kilos to pounds will really help. 

5. The two universal topics.  

No matter where you are, and no matter whom you are talking to when you travel 
abroad, there are two universal topics everyone will like to discuss: 1) ask about their 
families, and 2) ask what their favorite football (soccer) team is. It's incredible how 
quickly you can connect with people and how fast they'll warm up to you with those two 
questions! 

*       *       * 

Bonus tips and travel trivia! 

Hartsfield-Jackson Airport in Atlanta is the world's busiest airport, 
followed by London's Heathrow. 

*       *       * 

6. Bring a dual translation book. 



Bring a pocket translation book but make sure it offers translation from their 
language to English, too. That way, you can look up what you want to say in English or 
point to the word or phrase in their language for easier communication. 

 

7. Download a translator app. 

These days there are some great translation apps for your phone or tablet that 
work just as well. Of course, books never run out of batteries or need Wi-Fi. 

8. Make the effort.  

Ask what things are called, learn a few local slang words, and show an interest in 
their culture. The locals will love you for it! 

9. Keep a journal. 

Either on your phone or in a little portable note pad, just down notes of where you 
go and what you see. It will be so much easier to relive the experience once you go back 
over the notes. 

10. Calling home. 



If you want to call back to the U.S. and chat, you have plenty of options. You can 
buy an international phone card with preset pricing and minutes and talk to your heart's 
content, get on Skype and call someone, make calls from an internet café, or use apps like 
Viber, Google Voice, ooVoo, Vonage Mobile, Tango, Facebook Messenger calling, and 
Whats App to call or communicate. 



Chapter 9 - Electronics and Tech 
1. Back up your data. 

As I write this, I just suffered the second crashed external hard drive in less than 
two years. There is NOTHING worse than when you lose all your data-- including 
business and financial data and also sentimental items like travel photos, family videos, 
and important documents. So back up data from your computer, tablet, and phone before 
you leave home. Remember that between theft, loss, heat, dust, rain, dropping your 
backpack off a boat, etc. a lot can happen to compromise your tech stuff. At least this 
way you know not much will be lost if that does occur because it will be all safe at home. 

2. Back up photos and videos every night.  

For that same reason, I recommend also backing up your data at the hotel every 
night. 

I bring a few high-capacity flash drives and load important data on them and then 
store them in separate places-- usually one in my backpack and also one in my toilet bag 
that stays with my big luggage. I also use a web or cloud-based backup like CrashPlan. 

I don't trust any of them to work, but between all of these security measures and 
duplication, hopefully you'll keep most of your data if something happens. 

3. Get a small digital camera with a decent zoom. 

Unless you're a serious photographer who carries around an expensive camera 
with fancy lenses, you'll probably be tempted to just snap a few pictures with your iPhone 
or smart phone. While these are great for impromptu shots around town, they usually 
have some serious drawbacks. iPhones and others don't zoom well at all (they blow it up 
digitally, making it pixelated instead of optically zooming) and the flash is below average 
for nighttime photography.  

So invest in a pocket sized waterproof digital camera that you can use for more 
serious pointing and clicking. Try to get one that takes photos in 1080p, and it should 
only cost you $150 or so. The photographs you take while traveling are priceless, so don't 
skimp! 

4. Waterproof it. 

If you have a normal digital camera, there are special plastic bags you can buy to 
wrap up and seal so it's waterproof. But don't buy one of these bags on the beach from 
local vendors; they might work or they might not work-- which is a big risk if your 
iPhone or camera is in there. (By the way, those bags are great to hold your ID, money, 
etc. to keep it from getting ruined at the beach.) 

*       *       * 



Bonus tips and travel trivia! 

In 1900, only one in ten people lived in cities. By 1994, one in every two 
people lived in a city. Now, more than 400 cities worldwide have a population of 
1,000,000 or more. To read more facts about world population that will blow your 
mind, click here. 

*       *       * 

5. Load up with entertainment. 

You'll probably have plenty of down time waiting in airports, long plane rides, 
hotel lobbies, and even stranded on buses between attractions, so download a ton of 
movies, podcasts, TV shows, and music for the family to enjoy. You can keep them on 
your computer and devices of course, or put them on flash drives so they can be shared. 

 

6. Don't worry about connecting. 

These days, most hotels, hostels, bars, and restaurants have free Wi-Fi. Just ask 
for the password (hint: ask them to write it down because it often gets bungled in 



translation or memory.) Nice hotels have business centers with desktop computers for 
you to use and if in doubt, every town in every corner of the world has an Internet café. 

7. Bring a portable charger. 

Your phone might not make it through the day with all of the photos you'll be 
taking and Internet surfing as you look up sites and email back home, so invest in a good 
portable battery charger. Most of them aren't big enough to juice up your laptop, but they 
can double the battery of your phone or iPad.   

8. Carry plastic bags. 

Why on earth would you do that? The second you hit your first rainstorm in the 
monsoon season or experience a dusty road in a sand storm, you'll thank me for it. Just 
wrap your electronics tightly in a few plastic bags and it will protect them just fine. 

9. Pack an adapter. 

Bring an electric adapter that also has a built-in surge protector. 

A lot of countries don't use our system of electricity so you'll need an adapter to 
be able to plug in and use your electronics such as laptop, phone charger, and hairdryer. 
But even if you have the correct voltage and amps figured out, there are power surges and 
electrical outages you'll need to worry about. It's very easy for your electronics to get 
fried when you're traveling, so get an adapter that has a very good built-in surge 
protector. Don't leave electronics plugged in when you leave your hotel-- only plug them 
in long enough to charge. 

10. Go light. 

Unless you're doing a lot of work, you probably don't need your laptop when 
traveling. Instead, bring a lighter and more versatile iPad, tablet, iPod touch, etc. If you 
need to send longer emails, just bring the external keyboard. It's still a lot lighter (and has 
less potential for damage) than a laptop. 

11. Invest in good headphones. 

Invest in a solid pair of noise-cancelling headphones. I bring those in lieu of 
earplugs and also to enjoy movies and music in noisy environments. I also bring a cheap 
pair of ear buds for just walking around or exercising, but it's nice to have a good pair.  

12. Kindles and tablet readers are made for travel. 

If you're an avid reader, a Kindle might be your best friend while traveling. It's 
not backlit so you can read it in the sun (laying out by the pool), and most models can 
also connect to the Internet and act as mini tablets. 

*       *       * 



Bonus tips and travel trivia! 

The U.S. airlines with the least mishandled or lost bags are: 

1. Virgin America 
2. Frontier 
3. JetBlue 
4. Delta 
5. Alaska 

(Southwest, American Eagle, and United are most likely to lose your bags.) 

*       *       * 

13. Find Wi-Fi. 

Of course everyone loves to get online and stay connected, but sometimes Internet 
service is hard to find. WeFi.com is a great app for your phone that can help you find Wi-
Fi hotspots around the globe (and in your area) --listing over 200 million networks! 

14. Unlock your phone and get a local SIM card. 

If you're going to be traveling in a foreign country for a while, a fantastic way to 
stay connected is to use your own phone. But first you'll have to get your iPhone or smart 
phone unlocked (you can Google how to do this or there are usually a million phone 
stores to do this for cheap when you're abroad). From there, buy a local SIM card and 
have them put it in your phone and make sure it works. (And keep your old U.S. card in a 
safe place.) You'll be amazed how cheap Internet, text, and phone services are in other 
countries. When you leave, you can keep the SIM card, throw it out, or give it to a 
deserving local. 

15. Create your own hotspot. 

Once you have Internet access through your phone, you can usually set up a Wi-
Fi hotspot by tethering, allowing you to use a laptop or iPad off that same signal, or have 
others share your Wi-Fi. 

16. You can buy prepaid phones or rent local phones. 

If you don't feel like dealing with unlocking your phone and getting a SIM card, 
then you can usually rent a prepaid cell phone with Internet browsing for cheap. 

17. Turn off your network. 

When traveling abroad, remember to turn off the cell network on your smart 
phone, where international roaming charges can add up alarmingly fast. I've had friends 
vacationing in Mexico who were pleasantly surprised to find their U.S. cell phones still 
worked, only to return home to a $1,000 bill! 



*       *       * 

"For my part, I travel not to go anywhere, but to go. I travel for travel's sake. The great 
affair is to move."  

--Robert Louis Stevenson 

18. Calling home. 

If you want to call home, load up and use apps like WhatsApp, Viber, and 
GoogleVoice (among many others) to make calls and message online. Facebook even has 
direct calling and the Skype app for smart phones works surprisingly well. 

19. Get GPS. 

Speaking of apps, download a great GPS app for your phone -- even if you have 
to pay a couple bucks for it. You'll thank me when you're lost with no map in some exotic 
place. 

20. Add some apps made just for travelers. 

There are a host of great apps for travelers, some that are specific to whatever 
country or part of the world you're visiting. They also have apps for translation, currency 
conversion, and metric conversion. So Google a list of top apps and sort through them to 
see what looks helpful. 



 



Chapter 10 - Getting Around 
1. Walking out of the airport. 

When I started writing this book, I surveyed friends and acquaintances to find out 
what questions or concerns they had when traveling. A few people mentioned that it can 
be completely overwhelming when they first walk out of the airport and get barraged by 
touts, taxi drivers, and tour guides-- especially in developing countries. That can be one 
of the most chaotic scenes you've ever experienced, so what's the best way to deal with 
it?  

If it's your first time in the country and you want to play it safe, arrange 
transportation while you are inside the airport. There are always transportation desks or 
kiosks that sell taxi or shuttle rides to your hotel at prearranged fares. Once you're set up 
with them, they'll give you a voucher or most likely even accompany you out of the 
airport and help you with your bags so you won't have to deal with the madness. 

You may pay a little more than getting a lone wolf taxi outside, but it's much safer 
and more organized. Walk to several of the kiosks to inquire about fares as they can vary 
widely for no apparent reason, and make sure you confirm whether it's a private car or 
shuttle with other tourists.  

If you booked a nice hotel they probably have a shuttle service available, so you 
can usually have it all figured out before you even get there. 

Or, hold your bags tightly, put on your sunglasses so they can't see your poker 
face, and head out into the chaos, embracing it.  

2. Share rides. 

Taxi rides to and from the airport or popular destinations can add up to big money 
if you're not careful, yet being a passenger in a car is far better than sharing a big bus 
with other tourists or riding the chicken bus -- which is often bonkers and a little 
dangerous. So if you make friends with other tourists, ask them if they have plans to go to 
the same places you're heading and split the cost of a taxi. You might embarrass your 
family by speaking up at the hotel or the airport to find out who else is interested, but it 
really can save you a lot.  

3. Thieves target rental cars. 

Local thieves know exactly which cars are rentals and target them for break ins 
and theft. In some small towns, I've seen thieves actually follow rental cars back to the 
hotel. So never ever leave anything valuable in the rental car. You may think the trunk is 
safe, but how easy is it to break the window and then pop the trunk?  

4. Pay a local to watch it. 



When you park in busy areas with touristy restaurants, bars, and attractions there 
could be an old local man assisting you when you park (even though you don't need the 
help). He's not official -- just a guy who slapped on a neon vest and carries a big stick as 
the self-anointed car security guy. Make nice with him and he'll watch your car, and then 
pay him a couple bucks when you get back.  

5. Travel by rail. 

In many countries-- like in all of Europe-- traveling by rail is a great option that's 
comfortable and not expensive. In other places (like Egypt where they sold my seat to 
someone else even though I had a ticket, or Vietnam, where they blast weird 70's music 
and smoke cigarettes 24-7 on trains) it's not a great option. Ask about the possibility of 
private cars or upgraded fares for more comfort. 

6. Rethink the rental car.   

A lot of tourists have the attitude where they love renting a car and navigating the 
city or country they're in. I'm not one of those -- I prefer to sit back and let someone else 
deal with traffic while I observe, take photos, and watch, but it's up to you. But 
oftentimes, people rent a car and then hardly use it.  Walk, utilize your free hotel shuttle, 
or take public transportation to save money. 

7. Don't double up on insurance for you rental car.   

Rental agencies love selling you additional insurance, but it's usually unnecessary.  
Check your homeowners and auto policy ahead of time to see if they cover rental cars, 
and even some credit cards offer automatic insurance if you pay with their card. 

*      *      * 

Bonus tips and travel trivia! 

The U.S. travel and tourism industry generates about $2.1 trillion every 
year, including $887.9 billion in taxes, and supports $14.9 million jobs, or 1 out 
of every 9!  

*      *      * 

8. Should you rent a motorcycle or scooter? 

In some places, you can easily rent a motorcycle or scooter and get around. That's 
fantastic if you're in the country or on mellow roads, but just be careful if you're not an 
experienced rider or are trying to navigate crazy cities. Roadway fatalities cause more 
tourist deaths than anything else.  

You should also be aware of scams in some countries (like Thailand) that target 
people who rent jet skis, motorcycles, or scooters. Email me at hi@normschriever.com 
and I'll tell you all about how to avoid these scams.  



 

9. Never take a taxi ride without a price first or a meter. 

ALWAYS ask what a taxi or any transport costs ahead of time or make sure they 
have a meter on. I like to prearrange a price so there's no chance of them driving in 
circles to run up the fare, but at least do one or the other.  

10. Take photos for security. 

A friend in Nicaragua was in a taxi driving from the coast all the way to the main 
city, Managua. He was going to a DJ'ing gig so had all of his expensive equipment and 
his computer in the trunk. They pulled over at a gas station, my friend ran in to use the 
bathroom, and when he got back-- the car was gone. I now use a quick method to get 
some security from taxi driver rip offs. I take out my phone and snap some photos of the 
surroundings then take one of the driver (so I have a photo record of who it is) and then 
take a pic of his badge or license if it's visible, and also a pic of the license plate when I 
get out. I let him know that I have all these things and they immediately understand I'm 
not an easy target and they are now accountable. 

11. Ask them to take you somewhere different. 

Of course you have to be careful, but I've become great friends with most of my 
taxi drivers and started using them as tour guides. When I know and trust a driver, I ask 
him to take me somewhere that tourists never go for a couple of hours. That way, you can 
see local parts of the city or countryside and get a sense of real life outside of the touristy 



areas, all under the careful supervision of the driver (to keep you safe) and the 
comfortable air conditioned back seat.  

12. Cross borders in a luxury bus. 

Border crossings can be nuts and actually pretty dangerous in many countries 
(like going from Costa Rica to Nicaragua-- read about it here).  So a great way to have a 
better experience and get through without losing your mind and your luggage is to travel 
by luxury bus. They'll tell you where to go, how to cross, give you the forms, and watch 
out for you. These buses have AC and nicer seats and only cost $12 or so. 

13. Travel overnight. 

If you're a backpacker on a budget, schedule flights or long train rides overnight 
so you'll save money on a hotel.   

14. Don't take your seat for granted. 

Even though your seat is paid for, it might still be taken on buses or boats in 
developing countries. Be there early to physically get your butt in the seat-- the old 
school method of reserving it. 

15. Carry your valuables in a backpack. 

Don't leave valuables in your checked bags that stay in the hold of the bus or boat. 
Instead, carry them in a backpack that you keep with you at all times. 

*      *      * 

Bonus tips and travel trivia! 

To put Africa's size in perspective, we could fit the landmasses of the 
United States, all of Eastern Europe, Italy, France, Spain, Germany, the United 
Kingdom, and Japan inside of it! 

*      *      * 

16. Sit on the shady side. 

Get a seat out of the sun on boats or buses, and not in the back where fumes kick 
up. You'll thank me for that. 

17. Take a Dramamine. 

Carry a pack of Dramamine and pop a few as directed (make sure to leave enough 
time for it to work) before boat rides or long, bumpy bus rides. 

18. Look out at the horizon. 



If you do get sick, stand up and stare out at the horizon to try and minimize your 
motion sickness. 

19. Eat a light breakfast only before traveling. 

Don't load up on the huge, greasy breakfast before a bus ride or boat ride. Come 
to think of it, definitely don't party it up and drink a lot the night before -- you'll be 
insanely miserable. 

20. Four hours usually means five to seven hours. 

The joke in many developing countries is that when you ask how long the bus ride 
will be, they'll always say the same thing. But with traffic, breakdowns, unscheduled 
stops, cows in the road, etc. a four hour bus ride usually takes five to seven hours, so plan 
accordingly. 

*      *      * 

"No one realizes how beautiful it is to travel until he comes home and rests his head on 
his old, familiar pillow." 

--Lin Yutang 

*      *      * 

21. If you feel sick. 

Eat dry crackers (Ritz are everywhere in the world) and a carbonated beverage or 
soda to settle your stomach. I heard a mix of club soda and ginger ale works well. 

22. Don't count on the bus to stop. 

Even though you booked a ticket to a certain destination, and they know you need 
to stop at that destination, don't count on the bus driver to stop there. They often just 
forget or get lazy and don't want to stop if not many people are getting off, so ask a few 
times or remind him.  

I found this out the hard way when my local bus from the Costa Rican border 
didn't feel like stopping for just one gringo, so went 40 minutes past my destination 
before I got suspicious and asked. They refused to go back and instead dropped me with 
my big bag at the side of a deserted road in the countryside! 

23. Don't make jokes with border or immigration officials. 

They're all business at the borders and airports, so it's probably not the time and 
place to be an amateur comedian.  

24. Always ask for suggestions. 



Ask locals what's the best way to get around and to and from other cities or tourist 
destinations. The hotels will often try and sell you expensive tours or private cars while 
other options like a local bus or taxi are just as easy and cheaper. 

 



Chapter 11 - Sites, Tours and Attractions 
1. Plan only one thing per day. 

Most of us suffer from FOMO while traveling-- Fear Of Missing Out, which 
drives us to run around at high speeds trying to see everything and do everything 
possible. If that's your kind of vacation then cool, but some of us like to chillax on our 
precious week or two off. I try to do one big planned thing per day-- one tour or outing or 
activity. It doesn't mean you can't fill time with other adventures, but it's fun to do some 
things spontaneously and see what finds you.  

2. Get Lost. 

Don't be afraid to throw on your backpack with your camera and a water bottle 
and start walking. Explore the city, the country, and check out everything you can like a 
local. You can even rent a bike in a lot of places and pedal around. But of course pay 
attention to your surroundings and have a general idea which neighborhoods to avoid. 

3. Look for landmarks. 

To get acquainted with your new environment, focus on learning central 
landmarks like the historic bridge, the central park, or the main avenue. That will help 
you orient yourself if you want to start walking around or if you get lost. 

4. Find free attractions. 

Find free days at museums, art galleries, and amusement parks by looking on their 
websites, asking at the hotel, or contacting the city's board of tourism. 

5. Do the outdoor stuff first. 

Try to tackle all of the outdoors excursions first. That way, if it starts raining you 
can go back indoors for sights and tours and you won't have missed anything. 

6. Tweet or email in advance. 

I love to interact with organizations and the staff at tourist attractions via social 
media or email. If they know you're coming, they may have someone greeting you, give 
you special treatment, or even offer a discount. It's good business for them because if 
you're also the kind of person who will spread the news of a good (or bad) travel 
experience via Twitter or reviews on Travelocity.com.  

*       *       * 

"If you wish to travel far and fast, travel light. Take off all your envies, jealousies, 
unforgiveness, selfishness and fears." 

--Cesare Pavese 

*       *       * 



7. Have a designated meet-up place.  

When you go on tours or just wandering through the city, have a designated 
meeting spot with your family in case someone gets separated. Of course this could be 
the hotel, and make sure everyone has a business card with the hotel's address on it. 
When you go on tours to popular attractions, there could be 20 buses in the parking lot 
that all look the same, so make everyone memorize the last numbers on the license plate 
or choose a different meeting point. 

8. Take a self-guided walking tour.  

Instead of hiring an expensive tour guide to be ushered around in a stuffy bus, 
bring your GPS or map, comfortable sneakers, and a guidebook and hit the pavement of 
your destination city.   

9. Pack water and food. 

When you go sightseeing for the day, bring a backpack with snacks and bottled 
waters. Even a few beverages at expensive tourist traps can cost you $20 a day!  

*       *       * 

Bonus tips and travel trivia! 

According to hotel insiders, the TV remote is the dirtiest object in your 
hotel room because it's literally never cleaned. The small decorative pillows on 
your bed also aren't regularly cleaned. 

*       *       * 

10. Bring your own stroller. 

If you have young children bring your own stroller to amusement parks, where it 
could cost $15 a day to rent one. 

11. Buy multi-day passes. 

Take advantage of multi-day passes at theme parks and attractions. These usually 
pencil out if you're going to be back at least once.  

12. Spend one day away from the expensive and crowded attractions. 

You're paying for that hotel swimming pool... use it! Spend the day at the beach, 
zoo, or a nearby museum. But it feels great to get out of the tourist hustle for at least a 
day. 

13. Check for discounts. 



Your hotel might have a discount arrangement with local attractions. Or AAA, 
AARP, organizations like the Teachers Union, your travel agent, your airline, or a host of 
other discount websites may be able to get you money off. 

 

14. Go on off days. 

Going to popular tourist attractions during off days (like Sunday or early in the 
week) or times can separate you from the crowded high times. 

15. Get there early. 

As we talked about, wake up super early and book your tours and sight seeing in 
the beginning of the day, when it's cooler, the light is better for photos, and it's not so 
packed with tourists yet. 

16. Hire a guide. 

You can hire a tour guide from the hotel that also provides transportation or hire a 
guide on-site. Often, college kids or just entrepreneurial local kids who speak decent 
English hang around trying to get work showing tourists around. If all else fails, casually 
cozy up to another tour group within earshot. 

17. Take a double decker bus tour. 



The only drawback of most of these tours is that you're crammed in a hot minibus 
with strangers for hours. So if they have bus tours on double decker buses, where you can 
sit on the top under the open sky and still see all of the sites, jump aboard!  

18. Contact the board of tourism or chamber of commerce. 

These entities exist solely to give information, advice, and help to tourists, yet few 
people take full advantage. So before you visit, drop those organizations an email or call 
and go over your tourism plans in their city, and walk in to say hello when you arrive. 



Chapter 12 - Money and Commerce 
1. Always bargain. 

In most countries outside the U.S. it's the culture to bargain. In fact, they may be 
insulted or think you look down on them if you don't haggle over price when buying 
something! Just remember it's a fun game and never get angry or frustrated with 
bargaining. If you don't like the price then just thank them and walk away, but don't 
waste people's time or go vendor-to-vendor trying to save a couple pennies. Remember 
that these people make a very humble living, so if you find yourself being a little bit of a 
jerk over $1 or less, just pay them. 

2. Don't take the first "no." 

Usually, you can get 40-60% off the price they first quote you, especially in 
touristy areas. Markets and street vendors have more latitude with price than store 
owners, and big fancy international department stores or boutiques might not have any 
wiggle room. As a general rule, the longer you stay in a conversation with a vendor, the 
better price you'll get. Try discounts for more than one item, too. And if you make them 
laugh, show an interest in their life, compliment their store, and generally make yourself 
likeable, they'll give you a better deal. 

3. Pinch pennies…then mix in some luxury. 

Stay at that cheaper hotel, eat humble meals from street markets, follow the 
bargains…but then break loose every once and a while and splurge. There's nothing 
better than living like a broke backpacker for a week and then staying at the beautiful 
pristine Marriott for the weekend. It will add a new dimension of appreciation to your 
stay and be a blast!  

4. Have small bills accessible. 

I like to carry my big bills ($20 and up) or the bulk of my money hidden away 
safely in a pocket that's snapped or Velcroed closed, and then a wad of small bills in local 
currency in my front pocket. That's the money I use for paying taxis, buying things on the 
street, donating a dollar, etc. without drawing too much attention to myself or risking 
losing it. 

5. Don't expect to get change for big bills. 

Most tourist destinations are happy to accept U.S. dollars these days, but don't 
expect to cash in a $100 or even $50 bill without some serious problems. Hotels will do it 
but restaurants, taxi drivers, market vendors, etc. won't have that kind of change on them, 
or won't want to take a risk that it's counterfeit (a huge problem abroad).  

6. Only take bills in good condition. 



If a bill is worn, written on, ripped or even dirty, they might not accept it in many 
countries. In fact, few places have laws that say vendors and banks need to accept all 
legal currency no matter what the condition, as they would in the states. 

 



*       *       * 

Bonus tips and travel trivia! 

The most common first name in the world is "Mohammed." "Mary," or 
some variation like Maria, is the most common first name for women. The most 
common surname is "Chang."   

*       *       * 

7. Have an account with a good international bank. 

Not many people carry traveler's checks anymore because ATM's are ubiquitous 
all over the world, yet you will get whacked for some serious fees. Not only will the local 
bank charge you $3 or so, but also your bank back in the states will hit you for fees -- 
often a percentage of what you take out. All in all, your fees for using an ATM in a 
foreign country might be as high as $9!  

8. Use a bank with an international presence. 

There's no surefire way around this except to try and use a bank that has a big 
international presence (like Citi, HSBC, and Barclays) so you'll only get hit with one fee, 
not two, and take out the maximum amount of cash every time to avoid going to the 
ATM frequently.  

9. Use a virtual bank. 

You can also enroll with a virtual bank-- those that have no physical branches or 
ATM's so they never charge an ATM fee. Many credit unions have no-fee policies 
because they're so small, they don't have many ATM's for customers to use. 

Emigrant Direct, Capitol One, Fidelity, PNC, USAA, TD Bank, and Canadia bank 
don't charge ATM fees or foreign ATM fees. 

Charles Schwab is one of the rare banks that reimburses foreign ATM fees 
anywhere in the world and also waives the 1-3% foreign transaction fee. They also have 
great customer service. 

10. Use U.S. dollars then ask for cash in local currency. 

Try to get $20 bills from the ATM and use them for daily purchases but ask for 
local currency in exchange. Just be aware of a fair exchange rate and ask the shop 
keepers to punch it all in on their calculator (they all have one). 

11. Offer to pay cash for a discount. 



Many hotels and big purchases will knock off 5% or even 10% if you offer to pay 
cash - keeping it off their books and avoiding credit card processing fees. But of course 
you should negotiate the price first THEN try to throw in the cash discount. 

12. Have a PayPal and Western Union account. 

In a pinch, you can use PayPal to book hotel rooms or even airfare. If you're 
going to be abroad for a good amount of time in remote places where the banking system 
is inconsistent, set up a Western Union account and have someone in states ready to send 
you money in case of emergency. 

13. Call your bank before you leave home. 

If your bank or credit card suddenly sees charges from Italy or Brazil or South 
Korea, they may assume it's fraud and suspend your account. That's a nightmare to work 
out (trust me), so call your bank or walk in a branch and tell them you'll be traveling, 
where, and the dates. In theory, they should put the appropriate travel alert on your 
account so you won't have a problem. 

14. Don't use Wells Fargo! 

They're literally the worst bank you could use while traveling or living abroad. If 
you even call to ask a question and mention that you're in a foreign country they'll 
suspend and cancel your account, leaving you stranded with no recourse.  

*       *       * 

"One's destination is never a place, but a new way of seeing things." 
-- Henry Miller 

*       *       * 

15. Where to exchange money. 

If you want to exchange a significant amount of U.S. dollars for local currency (or 
vice versa) don't do it at your hotel and NEVER out on the street. You'll get a horrible 
exchange rate…or flat out scammed. Instead, go into a reputable bank (and bring your 
passport). Most international airports now have money-changing services for those bills 
and coins you still have sitting around. 

16. Call your credit card first. 

Just like you did with your bank, call your credit card company before you leave 
and put a travel alert on your card. Ask them about their policies for rental cards, travel 
insurance, etc. While you're at it, jot down their international customer service number. 

17. Where to shop. 



Do your shopping toward the end of the trip if possible, so you don't have to carry 
around everything. If you're going to a more impoverished country or local market 
outside of touristy areas, it may be a better place to get the same goods for much less. If 
you want to buy a big item like a rug or wood carving, ask the shop keeper if they can 
mail it to you -- but make sure they ship through a reputable international carrier like 
FedEx. 

18. Bring a local. 

To get the best deals and find the best shops away from tourist traps, bring a local 
friend with you on your shopping trips. They'll help you negotiate far better deals and 
show you where to buy the best quality items. Of course, reward their help with a tip, 
buying them lunch, or a nice gift 



Chapter 13 - Health and Hygiene 
1. Exercise. 

Let's face it-- sometimes on vacation we eat too much, drink too much, and lay 
around the pool like a beached seal too much. But you'll feel like a million bucks and 
have so much more energy if you work out a little every day. Some hotels have workout 
rooms but you can also go to a local park, take a morning jog, yoga on the beach, or even 
just do pushups, sit-ups, and squats in your hotel room. 

 

2. Stretch. 

Your back and joints and neck will probably be a little stiff and out of whack from 
sitting on planes, carrying bags, and sleeping in strange beds, so make sure to get up and 
stretch it all out a few times a day. 

3. Be an early riser. 



You'll enjoy your vacation much more and feel best if you wake up early and get 
as much daylight as possible, tiring yourself out so you only want to get a nice dinner and 
chill in the evening.  

4. Bring earplugs. 

You know that wonderful hotel you found for half price? It's not because you're a 
genius-- it's because it's right next door to the loudest disco in the whole country. Luckily, 
you brought earplugs so that steady "Boooom Booooom!" that knocks plaster off the 
walls doesn't keep you up all night. 

5. Your first aid kit. 

Pick up a pre-assembled mini first aid kit at a Walgreens or CVS before you 
leave, with everything from Band-Aids to Ibuprofen to Hydrocortisone cream. 

6. Drink tons of water. 

Buy the biggest bottles of drinking water they have and guzzle a whole lot of it. 
Between the sun, the heat, and the terrible air on the plane (ok, and maybe all the 
poolside margaritas), you'll get dehydrated. 

7. A natural remedy for seasickness or motion sickness. 

To treat mild seasickness, take 1,000 milligrams of dried gingerroot before you hit 
the water, and again in four hours if you're still feeling ill. They sell it at health food 
stores and it will help alleviate your queasiness-- all naturally. 

8. Afternoons are for siestas. 

Remember how you woke up early and did a bunch of stuff? Well another benefit 
is that in the heat of the afternoon or when you're beat after walking around all morning, 
you won't feel guilty taking a snooze. In fact, a nice afternoons nap is a staple in many 
countries and scientists state it has health benefits. 

9. Benadryl can be a lifesaver! 

Make sure your first aid kit has Benadryl. It's good to have in case of allergic 
reaction -- whether you're stung by a bee, a jellyfish, a scorpion, or you have a bad food 
allergy. Benadryl literally saved my life when I was stung by a dangerous jellyfish on a 
remote tropical island and started swelling up so much I couldn't breathe!  

10. Aloe. 

If you're traveling to extremely hot or even cold and dry climates, your skin will 
probably react to the change. Sunburn, heat rash, bug bites, and other dermatological 
maladies are also common, so bring some aloe along. It's a cure-all for anything on the 
skin.  



*       *       * 

Bonus tips and travel trivia! 

Research shows that traveling is good for your health!  After only a day or 
two, 89% of people experience significant drops in stress. It also is proven to help 
reduce depression, lower your risk of heart disease, and improve overall brain 
health. 

*       *       * 

11. Drink coconut water. 

Coconut water is abundant in tropical climates (they usually sell coconuts right on 
the street and chop a hole with a machete then poke a straw into it), extremely healthy, 
always safe to drink and replenishes your body like nothing else. Basically, it's nature's 
Gatorade only without the sugar, so drink up! 

12. Don't wait - go to the doctor if you're sick. 

 If you're not feeling well or something is really wrong, don't wait until you get 
back home to see a doctor -- visit one while you're traveling. Even in poor developing 
countries there are some great clinics and hospitals with foreign-trained doctors or well-
qualified locals. In fact, compared to our U.S. healthcare system, you may be amazed 
what great service you get and how cheap it is. I wait until I'm traveling to places like 
Costa Rica or Cambodia to get dental work done and get an annual physical when I'm 
abroad. 

13. Take Emergen-C. 

I tend to get colds or scratchy throats when traveling -- probably from all the 
germ-laden, re-circulated air on the plane and hotel air conditioners, so a pack of 
Emergen-C's on the trip and one or two a day keeps my immune system up to par. Of 
course you can bring a multi-vitamin or whatever works for you. 

14. Bring a water bottle. 

Bring a good water bottle that you can refill in the hotel's water cooler and 
wherever there is clean drinking water. Carry it with you as you sightsee and walk around 
during your vacation so you'll always stay hydrated. I suggest getting one with a basic 
filtering system and a clip that attaches to your backpack so you don't lose it. 

15. What's in your backpack survival kit? 

Carry a flattened roll of toilet paper or little packs of tissue in your backpack. 
Also bring baby wipes, talcum powder, and lots of hand sanitizer with you as you travel. 
My friends in Nicaragua make fun of me for always being cleanliness obsessed, but why 



not? And the extra toilet paper will be a lifesaver if you head into a grimy public or gas 
station bathroom. 

By the way, a hilarious but practical website to check out is SitOrSquat.com by 
the Charmin toilet paper company. They document and take reviews on public bathrooms 
all over the world. They even have an app for your phone, so if you're trekking in the 
mountains of Peru and want to know where the nearest clean U.S. style bathroom is, you 
can look it up! 

16. Keep your mouth closed. 

If you are in a country where it is unsafe to drink the water, keep your mouth shut 
in the shower. In some places where the water is terrible, they even recommend closing 
your eyes in the shower.  

17. Tiger Balm has many uses. 

If you have aches and pains, Tiger Balm is a great fix. When I was living in Asia, 
I saw people use it all the time -- twisting the cap filled with balm into their back hard 
enough to cause bruises, which is supposedly good for your general health. I don't know 
if you need to go that hard, but it has the same general effect as aspirin.  

*       *       * 

Bonus tips and travel trivia! 

Saudi Arabia is the only country in the world with no rivers. 

*       *       * 

18. Get a toothbrush with a cover. 

Any pharmacy sells toothbrush protectors, and you'll definitely want one as you 
bring your toothbrush along. If you want to use an electric toothbrush, skip the big plug-
in kind and pick up a battery-powered one for $10 that you can discard after the trip. I 
like the travel toothbrush that closes into itself (like a dental switchblade!) so it takes up 
less room. 

A funny story -- Hammacher & Schlemmer, the company that produces those 
catalogs with cool and funky items you read on the plane, wanted me to review a few of 
their products for a travel article I was writing. So they sent me a travel toothbrush 
protector that actually disinfected it with UV rays every time you closed the case, 
eliminating bacteria. While it was a great product, they emailed me and requested I send 
it back to them when I was done reviewing it. "What?! You want a used toothbrush 
holder back? What the hell are you going to do with it then?" was the general sentiment 
of the email I sent back. I offered to just pay them the $19.95, but they saw the 
foolishness of their request and just let me keep it.  



 

19. Bug spray. 

Dengue, a terrible virus contracted by mosquito bites, is no joke in a lot of 
tropical climates during the rainy season and can get you deathly ill or require 



hospitalization. To reduce the chance of getting it, buy bug spray when you land and 
spray yourself liberally every time you leave the hotel. There are also more natural 
mosquito repellents you can buy and bring with you, but you do want something strong. 
Carry it in your backpack and bring it with you always. Little sand fleas are also 
prevalent and sting and itch for days. 

20. Sunscreen. 

I know you want to come back from your vacation with a golden tan, but you're 
not going to get that by frying your poor skin under the tropical sun. Even on cloudy days 
the sun can be deceptively strong, and even twenty minutes in direct rays can burn you. 
I've seen so many tourists sunburnt beyond belief their first night on vacation-- and so 
uncomfortable they can barely move. You can even cause severe burning or get 
heatstroke, so play it safe and put strong sunscreen on, especially on those beach days or 
while playing in the water. And your golden tan will develop progressively and last 
longer when it doesn't immediately peel -- trust me. 

21. Shaving products and lotions. 

In some countries it's damn hard to find shaving products like aftershave. Or 
lotions and creams all have a skin-whitening element built in (a terrible reality in most 
developing countries, where people are socially or even economically stratified based on 
the lightness of their skin). So bring those things with you, though you can get cheap 
disposable razors almost anywhere. 



Chapter 14 - Staying Safe 
I've been fortunate enough to travel all around the world but also witnessed an 

unbelievable array of street scams. From Cairo to Caracas, Amsterdam to Amman, 
someone was always trying to hustle tourists.  I've seen almost every grift you could 
imagine; the fake drunk, the razor blade slash, the Rio shoe scam, money exchange bait-
and-switches, shifting walls, high-speed car chases through barrios, muggers with 
machetes, riots shrouded in tear gas, clans of pickpocketing gypsies, exotic temptresses 
who slip something in your drink, being a guest in a Third World jail and running for my 
life from the Triads, the Chinese mafia.  

But please don't let all of this discourage you from grabbing your passport and 
exploring the beautiful world we live in; you'll find most places to be as safe as your front 
porch if you exercise some basic rules of caution: 

1. Your fear won't keep you safe. 

Understand that crime is the same in any country; it just seems more unfamiliar 
when you're in a new place or among a new culture. Likewise, you'll stay safe by making 
smart decisions and using common sense.  

2. Stay ready and you won't have to get ready! 

Before you embark make copies of your passport, medical card, credit cards and 
travel itinerary. Give a copy to a friend back home and keep one set with you, separate 
from the real thing. Email any pertinent information to yourself through a web based 
email account so you can get it from any hotel or Internet café if needed. Check in with 
the U.S. embassy when you arrive.  

3. Put money in your shoe. 

Keep a $20 folded under the insert of each shoe in case of emergencies. 

4. Don't be the ugly American. 

Don't draw negative attention to yourself. If you're going to party overseas (which 
I highly encourage) don't get too sloppy or drunk in public. 

*       *       * 

Bonus tips and travel trivia! 

The United States is the only country in the world that doesn't legally 
mandate one single paid vacation day for workers. Australians get the most 
legally mandated vacation time, with at least 22 paid vacation days and 13 paid 
holidays every year. Italians spend an average of 42 days on vacation every year, 
while U.S. residents are last on the list with an average of 13 vacation days. 



*       *       * 

 

5. Cab it. 

Take a taxi at night, even if your hotel is only a few blocks away. You're not 
being brave or adventurous by walking home -- you're being foolhardy. The streets are 
far more dangerous at night than during the day and you're a big target as a tourist. 

6. Roofies are no joke. 

Don't accept an open drink from someone or leave yours unattended. Women and 
even men getting roofied or slipped drugs is a big problem abroad, especially in young 
backpacker bars. 

*       *       * 

Bonus tips and travel trivia! 

The average person on earth is a 28-year-old right-handed Han Chinese 
male. There are nine million people on earth who fit that description, more than 
any other.  



*       *       * 

7. Don't volunteer information. 

Don't give strangers the name of your hotel and definitely not your room number, 
even if they are charming or it comes up in casual conversation. 

8. Keep it classy. 

Most importantly, never mess with illegal drugs while you're in a foreign country 
-- I had a good friend who served five years in a Costa Rican prison who can back me up 
on this! 

9. Keep a schedule like a farmer. 

I estimate that 95% of serious crime against tourists occurs after 11 p.m., and 
there's no need for you to be out after the bars close. Starting and ending your day early 
will keep you out of potentially dangerous situations. A safe, pleasant touristy 
neighborhood can turn into a breeding ground for crime once the sun goes down. 

10. Don't be easy. 

Thieves go for the easiest victims they can find. Show that you're paying attention 
-- head up, eyes looking around, acknowledging people coming and going -- and they'll 
move on to someone easier. 

11. Understand Chaos Theory. 

Pickpockets and scammers choreograph situations that breed confusion and then 
strike. So if someone rattles a newspaper in your face or a drunk stumbles into you or a 
pack of prostitutes surround you and start being way too friendly, immediately put one 
hand in your pocket on your wallet and use your free hand to politely push away and step 
back from the situation. But the best way to avoid trouble is to cross the street when you 
see it coming. 

12. Get local! 

No matter where you are "make nice" with the locals. Learn a few phrases in their 
native language and write them down on index cards. Chat with desk clerks, taxi drivers, 
waiters and shopkeepers. Ask them their name, where they are from and inquire about 
their family. People will see that you're showing respect and making an effort and treat 
you well in return.  

*       *       * 

"A journey is best measured in friends, rather than miles." 
 --Tim Cahill 



*       *       * 

13. Don't be flashy. 

Don't walk around with an expensive camera or fancy jewelry hanging around 
your neck. Wear a cheap plastic watch, if any. Take it all off before you step out of a bar 
or restaurant at night. Carry a decoy wallet so if you get held up you can gladly throw 
them that one. Keep your wallet in your front pocket, and when you're on a crowded 
street shift your backpack to the front. 

14. Put away the camera and phone around official buildings. 

Photography or even use of cell phones is strictly prohibited near military bases 
and around embassies in most countries, so it's best to put them away when you're near or 
in official buildings.  

If you violate this rule, the best that could happen is that they confiscate your 
phone, while the worst that could happen is that you're detained!  

I've been pulled over by police and soldiers just for snapping a photo of the 
outside of the U.S. embassy in Thailand, so realize it's not just foreign governments with 
the strict rules.  

15. Crimes of poverty and politics. 

There are crimes motivated by a disparity in wealth and those based on politics. 
Avoiding crimes of poverty requires common sense and prudence. However, political 
crimes, like kidnappings and acts of terrorism, are more nefarious. It's important to avoid 
countries where there's a problem with political or motivated crime or organized crime - 
it's not adventurous and it's not a game to travel on the "chicken bus" in the countryside 
of Mexico or hike near the Iranian border without a map. 

16. Check State Department travel warnings. 

Check your State Department for updates and reports at 
http://www.travel.state.gov before you book your trip. 

17. Donate to a charity, not on the street. 

Unfortunately, a lot of the people out on the street begging use the money for 
drugs or alcohol or give it to someone else in an organized crime ring. So the little kids 
who are shoeless and dressed in rags are probably forced to work all day by some terrible 
adult who collects all the money. Instead of giving money away on the street, find a few 
great local charities and donate before you leave. You can ask if someone on the street is 
hungry and wants a meal instead of money. 

*       *       * 



Bonus tips and travel trivia! 

Here are top-rated international airlines: 

1. Cathay Pacific 
2. Qatar Airways 
3. Singapore Airlines 
4. Emirates 
5. Turkish Airlines 
6. All Nippon Airlines 
7. Geruda Indonesia 
8. Qantas Airways 
9. Etihad Airways 
10.  Lufthansa 

*       *       * 

18. Your goal should always be to get home in one piece. 

If something happens use common sense and keep your cool. If someone pulls a 
knife on you, never put up a fight. Give them what they want and get away safely-- at 
least you'll have a wild story to tell! 

19. Hide extra money… 

Sew extra money behind the patch on your backpack (Canadians and others often 
put patches of their flag on there) or into your backpack strap or in your hat brim. It just 
might come in handy! 

20. Never get in a car with someone strange. 

That's just basic, but people fall in love with the romance of being abroad and lose 
their common sense.  

21. Never hold anything for anyone else. 

Don't ever hold ANYTHING for anyone else, no matter if they tell you it's a 
present for their grandmother, business documents, a bag of clothing for charity, or 
whatever. Don't let anyone around your luggage without thoroughly checking it. There 
are too many drug smuggling horror stories already. 

22. Don't accept collateral.  

Also, if someone offers collateral and says they're coming back but needs to 
borrow your phone or go to the bank machine or whatever, say no. It's probably stolen 
goods or some sort of scam and they're never returning.   

23. Don't let taxi drivers pick up extra passengers. 



It could be a set up, where the taxi driver knows the "stranger" they're picking up 
at the side of the road and they conspire to rob you. 

 

24. Meanwhile, back home… 

While you're having so much fun on your vacation, remember that we still have 
safety concerns back home. No one wants to come home to a house or apartment that's 
been robbed, and I assure you that will take the warm glow from the memory of your 
travels quickly. Professional burglars drive around casing neighborhoods all day looking 
for people who are at work or on vacation, so before you leave, take some precautions.  

Start by setting timers on a few lights in the house so they turn on at random times 
during the evenings and at night. These timers only cost $15-$25 and are ready to go 
when you plug them in.  

25. Stop the mail. 

Fill out a form with the post office (or online) and they will hold your mail. Don't 
forget to stop the newspaper as well.  

*       *       * 



"If you think adventure is dangerous, try routine. It is lethal." 
--Paulo Coelho 

*       *       * 

26. Hire a house sitter. 

Or even better, hire a neighbor or high school kid to come by every evening and 
take in the mail and keep an eye on the place. He or she can also water the plants, and 
you might encourage them to turn on the television, play some music loud, raise and 
lower window shades, and generally make the house appear lived in.  

27. Use an IP protector. 

It's a great idea to install an IP protector application before you travel, so you can 
safely get online on any public Wi-Fi such as in airports, hotels, or cafes. It's incredibly 
easy for cyber criminals to access your sensitive data, passwords, and financial 
information if you jump online unprotected. Furthermore, it's never a good idea to log in 
to any financial site in public. 

28. Look before you sit! 

Believe it or not, animals and reptiles sometimes find their way up the plumbing 
into your toilet in some places, particular jungle or tropical climates or during the rainy 
season. I've found a big frog in my toilet in Costa Rica and seen photos of lizards and 
even nasty snakes making the bowl their home. So to prevent a heart attack (or worse), do 
a quick scan when you lift the lid and sit, especially in the middle of the night when it's 
dark and you're half asleep.  

29. Shake out your clothes and shoes. 

Scorpions and poisonous spiders are everywhere in the tropics and warm climates 
and love to cuddle up in your shoes or piles of clothing that are left on the floor. So 
before you put things on, make sure to shake it all out to liberate any critters -- and avoid 
getting stung! 

30. The ocean is beautiful but dangerous. 

We go on vacation to be on tropical beaches under the warm sun and swim in the 
beautiful ocean. But the ocean can be incredibly dangerous and always should be 
respected. Tourists drown all the time in water that's only waist deep, so ask a local 
where it's safe to swim and where there are big waves, underwater rocks, rip tides, or 
currents. Try to swim at beaches under supervision of a lifeguard if possible and hit the 
water with a buddy. 

31. If you get caught in the current. 



One of the scariest things you'll ever experience is being caught in a strong 
current or rip tide that starts pulling you out to sea. When this starts happening, our first 
instinct is to start fighting it and trying to swim harder to reach shore. But that only will 
exhaust you and make you more panicked, which is when it gets really dangerous. 
Instead, swim laterally (along the shoreline) 50 to 100 yards up or down the shore and 
then try to swim in again. Currents usually go out a way and then curl and spit back out, 
so you'll remove yourself from the worst of it and will be free to swim back to safety by 
swimming side to side. 

*       *       * 

Bonus tips and travel trivia! 

One-third of the world's airports are located in the U.S.! 

*       *       * 

32. If you get stung by a jellyfish. 

Multitudes of jellyfish are a common problem in many beaches, especially in 
certain areas and times of the year (they love cold water in hot climates). If you get stung, 
get to shore and rub the sting with seawater or sand to deactivate the cells. If you can, 
soak the affected area in vinegar or immerse it in hot water. Don't pour fresh water or 
drinking water on the sting, because that will reactive that stinging cells. If it's a box 
jellyfish, which can be deadly, the person was stung in a large area, or they start swelling 
or having a hard time breathing, get them to a doctor or clinic immediately. Benadryl 
might help them keep the allergic reaction at bay until they can get an injection with anti-
venom at the hospital.  

I've lived on nice beaches in Costa Rica and Nicaragua where jellyfish stings are 
common. A local remedy is to start urinating on the stung area, because they think that 
counteracts the poison somehow. I don't think that's ever been proven to work, but it's 
damn entertaining!  

32. How to avoid stepping on stingrays and sea urchins. 

In some waters, stingrays and sea urchins are just as prevalent as jellyfish. 
Stingrays lie on the bottom or bury themselves in the sand and are virtually undetectable 
by the naked eye, and urchins are spikey animals that sit on the ocean floor. If you step 
on a stingray, they'll shoot a razor-barbed stinger right into your foot -- and from what I 
understand, the ensuing poisonous reaction is one of the most painful things you'll 
experience. Likewise if you step on a sea urchin, the spike can go right through your foot. 

So to avoid them, shuffle your feet when you walk into the water instead of 
putting your foot straight down on the sand every time you take a step. Shuffle your feet 
forward without leaving the sand. If you hit a sea urchin you'll feel it without getting hurt, 
and if you nudge a stingray it will swim away without stinging you.  



 

33. Should you be worried about sharks? 

No. Well, unless you're in certain waters off Florida, maybe parts of Hawaii, or 
coastal South Africa or Western Australia, which are the most shark-infested waters in 
the world. In fact, the odds are about 1 in 11.5 million that you'll be attacked by a shark, 
and only about 1 in 264 million that you'll die that way (you're more likely to die form a 
coconut falling on your head). Those are incredibly slim odds considering that 75 million 
U.S. people visit beaches and swim in the ocean every year. 

But there are certain things you need to know to stay safe from sharks - and give 
yourself a chance at surviving an attack. Email me at hi@NormSchriever.com and I'll be 
happy to send you a free guide, "Shark attacks!  Facts behind the fear." 

34. Don't leave your belongings on the beach. 



The beach might seem like you're in a tropical paradise, but there are still plenty 
of people watching you and waiting to steal your things. So what should you do with 
your towel, backpack, money and keys when you go swim in the ocean? The best option 
is to rent a beach chair and ask the attendant to watch your things. But if they're not 
around, try to swim in shifts or stay right in front of your belongings to keep an eye out. 
When I was living by the beach in Costa Rica I used to bury my key and money in the 
sand, and then mark it with a stick or a rock so I wouldn't forget where it was.  

35. Watch your wallet.   

Carry your wallet safely in your front pocket where you can touch it, not in your 
back pocket. You can even get one of those wallets that attaches to a pocket chain. In 
crowded areas like buses and in line at markets, carry your backpack in front because it's 
easy for someone to open it up without you noticing. 

 36. Check before you leave. 

Make it a habit to survey the table, the chairs, and beneath the table whenever you 
stand up to leave. 

37. Watch your phone. 

Thieves love stealing iPhones and expensive smartphones (in the U.S. and 
abroad!) so try not to take it out on the street, don't walk while looking down at it, and 
hold it firmly in both hands when using it. Even putting it on a restaurant table while 
you're sitting there is risking losing it.  

38. Wear a fake ring. 

Women travelers are often the object of suitors who are far more aggressive than 
in the U.S. Women might want to wear a fake wedding ring just to dissuade suitors and 
advances; also be very local and stay in public places if you are being harassed.  

*       *       * 

Bonus tips and travel trivia! 

According to U.S. Bureau of Transportation statistics, airlines make over 
$3 billion in baggage fees alone every year! 

*       *       * 

39. Skip the purse? 

Women -- don't carry your purse on your shoulder or loosely because it will be an 
easy target for someone running by or cruising by on a motorbike. You might not want to 
carry a purse at all. 



40. Tone down or don't wear jewelry. 

Even if you're not wearing any gaudy or expensive jewelry, what bling you do 
have on may still make you a target. Your earrings, bracelet, and necklace may not cost 
much in the U.S. but might make you a target on the street in poor countries.  

41. Be aware of cultural differences. 

A sad reality is that in many countries, women have far fewer rights and/or are 
treated with less respect than in the U.S. So always remember where you are and be 
aware of cultural differences and traditions. 

42. Dress right (men and women). 

Dress appropriately (again -- men, too), especially in public places. In official or 
government buildings and most religious sites like churches, temples, and mosques, long 
sleeve shirts and appropriate dresses or long pants are proper etiquette. 

43. Don't leave your common sense at home. 

Just like in the United States, don't walk around at night or in neighborhoods you 
don't know. Don't walk alone but always go out with friends or in organized tours. Let the 
hotel and someone at home know where you are at all times.  

44. Take it slow with nightlife. 

Be VERY careful of going out at the bars at night and never take drinks from 
strangers. NEVER go out on the beach late at night, but especially alone. 

45. Be skeptical. 

Scammers will try to catch you off guard, either by pretending to be distressed 
and in need of help or by creating some urgency that you are actually in some sort of 
danger or trouble. Don't let anyone on the street or any stranger tug on your heartstrings 
just to put you in a vulnerable position. When you're feeling rushed or pressured by 
someone, take a step back and think about it from a skeptic's viewpoint. That simple 
change of perspective will help keep you safe. 

Women should take their safety very seriously so email me and I'm happy to send 
you a free guide with safety tips for women travelers. 



 



Chapter 15 - Bundled and All-inclusive Travel Packages 
1. Packages offer airfare, hotel, rental car, and food in one bundled price. 

This is often the most convenient and affordable way to book your vacation. You 
can find these deals on any travel aggregator website and compare rates against 
individual services. There are also group tours, and all-inclusive vacations where even 
your meals, drinks, entertainment, and possibly fees to local attractions are included. 

2. Travel packages are perfect for groups.  

Families benefit the most by booking travel packages, saving the most money and 
having every little arrangement set up. So if you have a destination wedding, family 
reunion, etc., it may be much easier for everyone to book a group package. 

3. Skip the lines for shorter waits. 

When you book a package, everything will be prepaid so you won't have to wait 
in long lines to pay or check in or out.  

4. Food is where they'll get ya. 

They usually skimp on food, so know that if you go for the cheapest package 
available, the cuisine might not be first rate. It will still be edible and safe, but just 
standard fare. 

5. Ask about the booze. 

Ask if alcohol is included (and what kind) and if there are any other excluded 
items before booking your all-inclusive or travel package. 

6. Are tips included? 

Check your bill, because they may include a standard tip already so you don't 
have to tip twice. 

7. Book off-season. 

You'll find some sizzling deals off-season, when they're just trying to fill rooms 
and don't mind breaking even. 

8. Understand the pros and cons of all-inclusive. 

Realize that when you book a travel package or all-inclusive, everything is 
standard and you will sometimes feel like cattle, being herded from one place to the next 
with little personalization. That's the downside of package deals, but the good news is 
that you'll be very tan, well-fed, and happy cattle. 

*       *       * 



Bonus tips and travel trivia! 

There are about 7.1 billion people on earth right now. All of those human 
beings must take up a lot of space, right? Amazingly, if they stood side by side, 
the entire world's population would fit into 500 square miles (1,300 square 
kilometers) -- less than the size of Los Angeles.   

*       *       * 

9. Read the small print. 

Before you book, dig into the travel details. You want to avoid extra connections, 
red eye or super early morning flights, long wait times, and uncomfortable bus rides. 

10. If you value flexibility… 

If you're looking for a more local or unique cultural experience where you're able 
to come and go as you please, group travel or packages may not be for you. 

11. Use an agent. 

Travel agents are a great resource for booking bundled or all-inclusive vacation 
packages because they know which ones produce happy customers and which ones 
produce complaints. They can answer all of your questions, make valuable 
recommendations, handle changes and paperwork if the itinerary needs to be altered or 
there are any problems, and shop around to save you the most money. 

12. Bundle or all-inclusive? 

Bundled travel packages work great for very popular destinations like the 
Caribbean, Mexico, Italy, etc. All-inclusive are great for nice resorts but can be a little 
sketchy at the discount places.  

This is a list of the best all-inclusive resorts by the TravelChannel.com.  

Expedia.com has all-inclusive and package information searchable by destination. 

And from Orbitz.com;  

and Priceline.com. 



Chapter 16 - Cruises 
1. Know the weather conditions. 

Check the weather reports for the area of the world you'll be visiting. Monsoon, 
rainy, or hurricane seasons often mean you won't see the sun as much as you'd like-- as 
well as rough seas. Remember that summer and winter are flipped in the northern and 
southern hemisphere, and in the tropics, the driest and nicest weather is usually right 
around December and January. 

 

2. How to determine the true cost. 

Break down the cost of a cruise per day. That will show you the true price, and 
the good news is that you'll quickly realize 7 to 10-day cruises are much cheaper than 3 to 
4-day cruises. You're welcome! 



 3. Large or small ship? 

While both have pros and cons, figure out if you want a large or small cruise ship. 
Large ships may be the way to go for first timers, but some people love the friendliness 
and more personal and adventurous experience of small ships. 

4. Where is your cabin? 

It may seem like all cruise accommodations are the same, but where you sleep on 
board makes a big difference. There are usually inside or outside rooms. While an outside 
room will give you a view, if you're on a main deck (like the promenade deck) you'll 
have people constantly walking past your window and probably looking in. Then again, 
an inside or below-deck room with a window is great but check to make sure it's not right 
under the loud nightclub, by the elevator, next to the engine compartment, etc.  

*       *       * 

Bonus tips and travel trivia! 

There are up to 10 different ticket prices on the same flight.  

*       *       * 

5. Find out about food and restaurants on board. 

Cruise ships usually have several restaurants-- formal and casual. For the formal 
restaurants, find out what the dress code is and if you need to book reservations ahead of 
time or can just walk in. 

6. Know what you're getting into!  

Different cruises cater to different demographics, whether it's planned or just 
informally. They have cruises aimed at singles, couples, seniors, families, and kids, so 
inquire with the tour company or travel agent to make sure you get on the right one. 
There's nothing worse than a young honeymoon couple ending up on a cruise ship full of 
elderly people (or vice versa)! 

7. Hold the low price with a deposit. 

You can put a small deposit down to reserve a cruise, which locks in the price. 
Prices do fluctuate based on popularity, and that usually means the earlier you book, the 
cheaper you'll get it. 

8. Contact them if the price goes down. 

But once you reserve it, if you see the price go down contact the cruise line or 
your travel agent. They commonly adjust your fare down for the new price. Before you 
sign anything and put any money down, make sure this is their policy. 



*       *       * 

Bonus tips and travel trivia! 

Did you know that Rotary Clubs are an international organization? In fact, 
there are 34,282 clubs and over 1.2 million members worldwide! So join your 
local club and then contact the destination club wherever you're traveling. You 
can attend a meeting or help out with one of their service projects, instantly 
meeting a bunch of great people!  

For more information go to Rotary.org. 

*       *       * 

9. Are there cancellation fees? 

Also, inquire if there are any penalties or fees for changes or cancellation. The 
good cruise companies have price protection where they'll refund your entire deposit if 
you cancel within a certain timeframe. 

10. Fly in early so you're not rushed. 

You may want to fly in a day early to whatever port you're disembarking from. 
Bad weather, delayed or cancelled flights, someone getting sick, etc. can make you miss 
the cruise. 

11. Let the cruise find your bags.  

If the airline loses your luggage and you still don't have it by the time it's time to 
board and set sail, just let the cruise Guest Services people know. They'll coordinate 
retrieving your luggage with the airlines. 

12. Book your seats early. 

If there are big shows or entertainment events aboard the cruise ships, book your 
reservations and seats well in advance. The same thing goes for popular side trips and 
excursions, and the ship spa and hair salon. 

13. Bring your passport with you on day trips. 

When you get off in ports for the day bring your original passport if it's a foreign 
country--  not a copy. If it's a U.S. territory, your driver's license will work. 

14. Fill out the boarding form ahead of time. 

You can download the boarding form online and fill it out ahead of time so you 
won't have to wait as long to check in. 

15. Label your bags. 



When you check in, make sure your luggage is organized and clearly labeled with 
your name and room number. Tip your porter so your bag doesn't end up "lost" for an 
extra day. 

 

16. Carry essentials in a carry-on when you board. 

It may be a few hours until your bag is brought to your room, so carry a backpack 
with your swimsuit, toiletries, sunglasses and iPad. 



17. Board early if you want photos of the ship. 

If you want photos of the ship get on board early and take them ASAP -- it's the 
least crowded you'll see it. 

18. Don't bring clothes that need a lot of ironing. 

Be advised that you can't bring clothing irons on ships because of the fire hazard, 
but they usually have laundry services.  

*       *       * 

"Traveling is a brutality. It forces you to trust strangers and to lose sight of all that 
familiar comfort of home and friends. You are constantly off balance. Nothing is yours 

except the essential things-- air, sleep, dreams, the sea, the sky-- all things tending 
towards the eternal or what we imagine of it." 

--Cesare Pavese 

*       *       * 

19. Bring a power strip. 

Many cruise ships are notoriously stingy when it comes to accessible electrical 
outlets for you to use-- both because of the fire risk and to save money. So if you have a 
lot of electronics to plug in, you may want to bring a mini outlet strip. 

20. Keep tally of what you're consuming. 

If your food and drinks aren't all-inclusive but charged to your room, keep note of 
what you've ordered by making a note on your phone. Match that up with the final bill, as 
there are often discrepancies but the customer has no way of checking.  

21. Check to see if tips are included. 

Tips of 15% are typically added to the bill for drinks and food, so check before 
you double tip. 

22. Finding cash. 

You usually can charge just about everything to your room but bring plenty of 
cash anyway, because ATM's may be hard or impossible to come by. If you really need 
cash in a pinch, the ship's casino can provide some for a service fee. 

23. Get there early to claim a pool chair…but be nice. 

If you want a pool chair in a prime location by the pool, get there bright and early 
in the morning. But don't hog the chairs-- just because you threw your towel, book, and 
sun hat on it doesn't mean you have it reserved all day while you go to lunch and take a 
nap. Be courteous. 



24. Don't forget to exchange contact info. 

No one usually carries wallets on a cruise because everything is charged to the 
room, but carry some business cards in case you meet nice people and want to keep in 
touch. Or you can just grab their email or add them on Facebook from your phone. 



Chapter 17 - In Case of Emergency 
No matter how careful we are or how much we plan, emergencies sometimes 

happen. Natural disasters, blackouts, theft, or sudden medical issues are unnerving 
enough, but they can be positively frightening if they occur while on vacation. Far from 
home, in a foreign country, an emergency can leave us in dire circumstances -- and even 
be life-threatening. 

I've lived through my fair share; earthquakes, hurricanes, caught in street riots and 
tear-gassed, in a country when a coup d'état broke out, and most recently, the whopper of 
all natural disasters-- stranded on an island in the Philippines as super typhoon Haiyan 
slammed into us. Honestly, I don't recall ever being so scared in my life! Luckily I did 
survive, and the video footage I took ended up on CNN, NBC, Good Morning America, 
and media all over the world, though a lot of people in Leyte and Tacloban weren't so 
lucky.  

1. Email yourself vital information. 

Before you leave home, put any pertinent user names and passwords, pin 
numbers, social security number, passport information, etc. together on one document. 
Email it to yourself (on a secure email) that you can log in from anywhere to access. 

2. Make sure other people have your itinerary. 

Enlist someone to be your safety net back in your home, and make sure they have 
copies of your vital information. Provide them with your detailed travel itinerary and 
have a few planned check-in points where they are expecting an email from you, letting 
them know all is well. 

3. Register with the U.S. embassy. 

It's a great idea to register with the local United States embassy when you visit 
another country, called the Smart Travel Enrollment Program (STEP) especially in 
developing countries or out of popular tourist areas. 

4. Give your hotel information to your contact back home.  

Consider your hotel your "safe house" and always let them know if you are going 
on tours or day trips and with whom. Provide the hotels' phone number, email address, 
etc. to your contact person back home. 

5. Stock up. 

If a bad storm or hurricane is expected, get to the local market as soon as possible 
and stock up on flashlights, batteries, canned goods and an opener, big containers of 
clean water, a first aid kit, candles and a lighter, and rum and cigarettes (to trade in case 
you need to).  



 

6. Hit the bank machine. 

If trouble is in the air, visit the ATM and take out a bunch of cash in U.S. dollars 
and local currency. 



*       *       * 

"Though we travel the world over to find the beautiful, we must carry it with us or 
we find it not." 

--Ralph Waldo Emerson 

*       *       * 

7. Earthquake safety. 

Experiencing an earthquake is one of the most frightening things you can 
imagine. And unfortunately, they happen quite frequently in many countries and parts of 
the world. Amazingly, there are over 13,000 earthquakes of 4.0 magnitude or higher 
every year in the world! If you're traveling to countries like Indonesia, Japan, India, 
anywhere in the Pacific island chain, Costa Rica, or Central America and are concerned 
about earthquake safety, just email me and I'd be happy to send you a short guide with 
earthquake safety tips. 

8. Carry only a copy of your passport. 

Make multiple copies of your passport, but only carry a copy out with you. Leave 
the original in the hotel safe. 

9. Split up your debit and credit cards for safety. 

Don't make the classic tourist mistake and put all of your debit cards, credit cards 
and identification in one place. Obviously, if that bag or wallet is lost or stolen you'll lose 
everything. Put one in your toilet bag in your checked luggage, one in your carry on or 
backpack, and keep one on your person. 

10. Know where the police station and hospital are.  

It doesn't hurt to scope out the local emergency services when you get in town, 
especially if you have medical conditions. Keep a few extra bottles of water around and 
your electronics charged. 

11. Get a prepaid local cell phone. 

You can usually buy a local cell phone for temporary use and put the number of 
your hotel and a trusted taxi driver in it, just in case. 

*       *       * 

Bonus tips and travel trivia! 

Airlines want to fly routes as far north as possible. Why? Due to the 
curvature of the earth, flying as far north as possible cuts flying time dramatically. 
This is the same of far southern routes, but since there isn't enough land mass (or 



airports) in far southern hemisphere. So most of the world's long route air travel 
goes far north or over the Arctic Circle. 

*       *       * 

12. Organize any medications.  

Make sure you document any important medical information like blood type, 
medical conditions and allergies. Keep a copy on your person and one at the hotel. Keep 
your medications well organized and have a few dosages-- enough for 24 hours-- in your 
day bag in case of emergency. It also doesn't hurt to travel with a few basic medical 
supplies like Aspirin, Neosporin, butterfly Band-Aids, etc. 

13. Check local and international news. 

In case of emergency (like a typhoon, protests, coup attempt, etc.) pay attention to 
what the locals do, as they've probably dealt with those situations before. But also watch 
international news and research global Internet stories so your information is well 
rounded. 

14. Have an "Oh, sh*t!" bag ready. 

Of course I use much stronger language (but it may be a family vacation you're 
on). Keep one backpack or day bag stuffed with everything you would need if you had to 
make a quick exit or evacuate in case of catastrophe. 

15. Err on the side of caution. 

The good news is that nothing out of the ordinary happens to 99.999% of 
vacationers, but in case there is an issue, play it safe. Don't try to be a hero, don't put 
yourself or your family in danger, and please don't think it's a good time to be macho. It's 
much better to be overly cautious and get through the situation unscathed, alive and well 
to go on vacation again. 

16. In case of a coup d'état. 

You shouldn't be visiting countries that are going through volatile or violent 
political uprisings, but if something does happen while you're there, get up and get to the 
airport immediately. Stay informed of all travel warnings and updates, talk to the locals 
(taxi drivers are a great resource) and contact the U.S. Embassy for further instruction.  

You definitely should avoid any demonstrations or political gatherings. I can't tell 
you how many tourists I've seen walking the streets taking photos and thinking it was fun 
during demonstrations in places like Thailand, Bolivia, Venezuela, and other parts of the 
world -- not realizing they were putting themselves in danger. 



Chapter 18 - Traveling Solo 
1. Understand that it's a process. 

Traveling by yourself can be challenging; you'll feel lonely and lost at times, but 
that's just part of the process. Don't expect it all to be perfect or fight the various feelings, 
just enjoy the opportunity to slow down and decompress. You'll also find strength, 
resolve, and insight that you've never had. Consider the whole country or place you're 
visiting as your playmate and your best friend! And I'm betting you do end up meeting 
some nice people along the way who become lifelong friends. 

 

2. Offer to take photos for people. 

One of the easiest ways to introduce yourself to other travelers or become part of 
a group is to offer to take photos. When you see a couple taking turns snapping shots and 



posing in front of some monument, offer to take a photo of both of them together. Take a 
shot on your camera, too and offer to email it to them. 

3. Reach out to family and friends. 

Once you know where you're traveling and you start planning your trip, reach out 
to friends and coworkers to see if anyone knows someone in that country. You'd be 
surprised how many people have a friend, acquaintance, or family member who lives 
there or traveled there. They can either give you great tips and recommendations or you'll 
have the chance to meet locals. One thing I've learned is that hospitality is amazing in 
other countries. When you're someone's guest, they'll invite you into their home, take you 
to meals and attractions, and spend so much time with you that you'll wish you had some 
alone time! 

4. Volunteer. 

A super way to meet nice people and build friendships is to volunteer. Do a little 
research ahead of time to find out what organizations, schools, and orphanages exist in 
that area, and reach out to them with an email. They might have meetings, social events, 
or of course opportunities to volunteer. You'll meet plenty of amazing local people and 
other big-hearted travelers and volunteers.  

5. Casual dining. 

One of the biggest hang-ups about traveling solo is the fear of eating alone. That's 
definitely isolating if you're sitting at a table by yourself in a fancy restaurant, but there 
are plenty of dining options that will be more casual and even foster friendships. Find 
restaurants that have family-style seating where everyone dines together or cafes that 
have bars or open seating tables.  

*       *       * 

Bonus tips and travel trivia! 

In 1987, American Airlines eliminated one olive from each salad in first 
class. That alone saved them $40 000 a year! 

*       *       * 

6. Bring a book. 

Sit outside, watching the street, and bring a book or iPad. It will keep you 
occupied while eating by yourself and you can probably strike up a conversation with 
other diners or people passing by. 

7. Find the expat hangout. 



Every international city or town has a few bars, cafes, or restaurants that are 
favorites for expats. It's easy to find them just by asking around, and you'll have plenty of 
U.S. and English speaking people to talk to. In fact, they'll probably talk your ear off with 
their life stories and woes, and you'll be ready to get out of there and be solo again!  

8. Practice the language. 

A big part of the feeling of the isolation when traveling solo comes from the 
language barrier. So learn a few important phrases like "hello, what's your name, where 
are you from, etc." and practice it with locals. Carry a phrasebook and practice with 
locals at your hotel, on the bus, and at restaurants. They'll love it and offer their 
friendship since you're making the effort. 

9. Network. 

There are plenty of international networking organizations where you can connect 
with people and make friends, like InterNations.com, Meetup.com, or Couchsurfing.com. 
Look for Facebook fan pages and online communities for travelers and expats in your 
destination city or town. Ask a few questions, comment on someone's post, add a few 
people as friends, and before you know it you have people to meet once you get there.  

10. Yoga. 

Almost everywhere in the world has a yoga studio or at least yoga classes. Even if 
you're a beginner you can jump in a class and get a good stretch. Ladies -- you'll meet 
plenty of other females you can be friends with. Men -- you'll meet plenty of ladies. 
Enough said. 

11. Take a class. 

Likewise, take a language class, a cooking class, or a martial arts class to meet 
other travelers. Most tours of popular attractions jam a mini bus full of tourists, which is 
good if you want to meet people. 

12. Stay at a hostel. 

When you stay at a hotel you're very compartmentalized, but staying at a hostel is 
a much warmer, more personal group experience. They have some nice hostels these days 
and they all have private rooms you can book so you don't have to sleep in a dorm, but 
you'll meet tons of interesting travelers and backpackers from all over the world. Most of 
them do cater to a younger crowd, so maybe read the reviews or email them ahead of 
time to see if you'll feel comfortable. 

*       *       * 

Bonus tips and travel trivia! 



Everyone loves going on vacation, but with the average cost for a family 
around $4,580, it's hard not to stress about the price tag.  

*       *       * 

13. Solo tours. 

There are plenty of cruises, resorts, and tour packages that cater to solo travelers. 
To keep the cost down they'll even match you with a roommate. Just ask about any solo 
travel supplements because they often charge individual travelers extra. 

14. Check in. 

A useful website for solo travelers is SafeCheckIn.com, a monthly-paid service 
that allows solo travelers to register their trips. You're asked to check in with them at 
certain designated times, and if you don't they'll alert your emergency contacts and the 
local authorities. 

Of course you can do this on your own, emailing a prearranged person every 
morning and every night back in the U.S., telling them where you're going and what 
you'll be doing. You can also check in with the hotel front desk so they know about any 
day trips or tours you're taking and with whom. 

15. Explore the solo traveling websites. 

Singles Travel International is a roommate matching service for travelers. 

AllSinglesTravel.com offers tours and cruises for singles and will find you a 
roommate. 

Single Travel Network.com features tales and tips from solo travelers as well as 
opportunities to network. 



Chapter 19 - Senior Travelers 
1. Keep medications with you. 

Have all of your medications in your carry-on bag, organized in pillboxes by day. 
Have the name and information of each of your medications stored in a separate place, or 
email it to yourself.  

2. Don't mix medications. 

Leave medications in their original packages or bottles to avoid confusion and 
questions at customs. 

3. Get a medical letter.  

Bring a letter from your doctor describing any medical conditions and all 
prescribed medications. It's a good idea to get it translated into the local language. 

4. Ask about timing of medications. 

You'll probably be in a different time zone during your vacation, so ask your 
doctor if you should alter the timing of taking medications or stick to local time.  

5. Keep your hometown doctor on call. 

Alert your doctor that you'll be traveling and keep their office number, office 
email, and after-hours number on hand, just in case you need to contact them. 

6. Contact our embassy. 

Definitely contact the U.S. embassy when you arrive in a country, and pay 
attention to all travel alerts and local news. 

*       *       * 

Bonus tips and travel trivia! 

Standard passport books are currently issued with 28 pages. Of those, 17 
are blank to be used for visas and country entry/exit stamps. 

*       *       * 

7. Avoid dehydration. 

Stay hydrated and avoid coffee and alcohol on the airplane, especially if you have 
diabetes or some other illness that dehydrates you. 

8. Move around to get the blood flowing on flights. 



If you have poor circulation in your legs, make sure you get up and move around 
during long plane rides, bus rides, etc. Wearing compression stockings can stimulate 
lower leg circulation, reducing the chance of blood clots.  

 

9. Consult with your doctor on immunizations. 

Make sure you get all doctor-recommended vaccines and immunizations before 
you leave. 

10. If you have a wheelchair, service animal, or special needs. 

It makes sense to touch base with your airline, hotel, and also contact the local 
embassy if your travel needs special accommodation or consideration. 

11. Check if the hotel will be quiet enough. 

When booking hotels, you may want to read the reviews and even contact them to 
see if they are family establishments that remain quiet enough to sleep. 

12. Wheel it. 

Bring a suitcase and carry-on with wheels to make it easy on your back. 



13. Know what your health insurance covers. 

Did you know that Medicare does not cover health care overseas? Check with 
your insurer about what they do cover when you're on foreign soil. 

14. Supplemental insurance is a good bet. 

Look into purchasing a travel insurance policy to cover you in the event of 
accident, incident, or illness, and also expanding your U.S healthcare program with short 
term or emergency assistance medical plans for travelers, but make sure they include pre-
existing conditions and evacuations. 

15. Ask about medical care. 

When you arrive, inquire as to where the nearest (and best) medical facility is. 

16. Find other seniors. 

When you're abroad, seek out other seniors who are traveling and do things 
together.  

*       *       * 

Bonus tips and travel trivia! 

Airlines carefully formulate their frequent flyer and award miles programs 
to garner loyalty and maximize profits -- by counting heavily on people who don't 
use their miles correctly. At any given time, there are about 9.7 trillion 
unredeemed airline miles in frequent flyer accounts. Considering the average 
business or first-class ticket costs 150,000 in frequent flyer miles, we can 
calculate that 64.7 million flights are left unredeemed. If one lucky person could 
take advantage of all those airline miles, they'd earn enough tickets to 
circumnavigate the earth 449 million times! Even crazier, that same person could 
go to the moon 19.4 million times if airplanes flew there (they don't - yet!). 

*       *       * 

17. Read all about it. 

There are many resources that aim to serve senior travelers. Look into 
guidebooks, websites, and CD's or DVD's that cater to the senior traveler. You can find a 
lot of them at your local library and then photo copy the pages you find useful. 

18. Let people know where you're going. 

Always alert family back home where you'll be going every day, even if it's small 
local trips. Arrange a guide through the hotel or tour company who is trusted and will 
look out for you, making your sightseeing enjoyable and comfortable. 



 

 19. Watch out for scams. 

It's a sad reality that many scam artists and con men target seniors and the elderly. 
Whether they're asking for assistance, faking an emergency, or pretending to be your 
bank or financial institution, it's important to protect yourself. Never compromise your 
financial data or go somewhere alone with people you don't know. When faced with a 
situation you're unsure about, it's a great idea to ask them to meet you at your hotel and 
have a trusted local person meet them to help "translate." If the person has bad intentions, 
they'll probably be scared off by the fact that you want to meet at your hotel. But if they 
do show up, a real local friend or the manager of the hotel will be able to tell you 
immediately if they're a scammer. 

20. Talk to a travel agent. 

Consider using a travel agency to book your trip. They'll have intimate knowledge 
of which destinations, airlines, hotels, cruises, and tour packages cater to seniors. You'll 
save money and have a far better vacation than trying to book it all by yourself! 



Chapter 20 - Travelers with Disabilities and Special 
Needs 

1. Talk to your doctor about your trip. 

Consult your physician before you travel and work out all schedules of 
medication, treatment, and how you should handle special circumstances that may arise. 

2. Get written confirmation from your doctor. 

Get a letter from your doctor explaining your medical condition, any medications 
or treatments, and their 24-hour contact information. 

3. Reach out for the airlines. 

Call the airlines and talk to them to book your flight. They'll pay you some extra 
attention to make sure your flight is comfortable and safe, and probably even assign 
airline personnel to help you get through the airport and onto the plane. 

4. Label your wheelchair or equipment. 

If you are checking your wheelchair or assistance vehicle at the boarding gate, 
make sure it is properly labeled and pre-arrange that it will be waiting for you when you 
disembark. 

5. Try to book a direct and nonstop flight. 

Try to get a direct flight if possible, as deboarding, reboarding, and making 
connections could be complicated and uncomfortable. If you have a connection, leave 90 
minutes between flights. Remind the flight attendants 30 minutes before landing that 
you'd like special assistance and to have an airline staff member waiting for you. 

*       *       * 

"A journey is like marriage. The certain way to be wrong is to think you control it." 
-- John Steinbeck 

*       *       * 

6. Oxygen tanks. 

You are not allowed to bring your own oxygen tank aboard a flight, but they will 
provide one for you at a fee. Arrange this all beforehand. 

7. Speak to the manager. 

When booking hotels, ask to speak to the manager, not just any reservations staff. 
He or she should look out for you and make all special arrangements. If they are not 



responsive, helpful, or are dismissive in any way, move on to the next hotel -- but leave 
detailed complaints and feedback to make other travelers with special needs aware. 

8. Requesting an accessible room. 

Make sure your hotel room is on the first floor or easily accessibly by elevator.  

9. Your hotel pool. 

If the hotel has a pool, inquire whether they have a disability assistance chair 
installed to help you in and out. 

10. Getting a shuttle. 

To get a shuttle to and from your hotel, airport, or just getting around within the 
United States and other partner countries, call the National Transit Hotline at 800-527-
8279 or go to the Community Transportation Association at http://www.CTAA.org to ask 
about paratransit services. 

11. Service animals permitted. 

The Americans with Disabilities Act requires businesses to waive their "no pets" 
policy for service animals, though they may charge a deposit or surcharges. 

12. Service animals on planes. 

Transportation carriers must permit a service animal to accompany a disabled 
traveler to any seat unless the animal obstructs an evacuation area. 

13.Check out the official Department of Transportation report. 

Department of Transportation offers disabled travelers information about the Air 
Carrier Access requirements for accommodations, facilities and services. An online guide 
at http://www.faa.gov/ provides directions on how to plan for a trip, including what you 
need to pack; how to get on and off the plane with mobility aids; and the rules that air 
carriers need to follow for seat assignments, service animals and personnel training.  

14. Give them plenty of time. 

The Americans with Disabilities Act guarantees that disabled travelers receive 
equal treatment under the law. However, it may take a hotel, airline, or tour group time 
and a little planning to make the proper arrangements. So make sure to call ahead well in 
advance of your stay or use of their services, describe your condition in detail, and be 
very clear about what you need. Ask for a staff member to be present when you arrive to 
act as a liaison and communicate with that person ahead of time.  



 

15. Know where medical facilities are located. 

Ask your doctor about medical care facilities where you'll be traveling. Know 
what clinic or hospital you'll be visiting if there's a problem, where they're located, what 
hours they operate, and that they are capable of treating you. Have your medical 
insurance and payment situation worked out ahead of time. 

16. Carry your med info. 

Carry medical alert information on your person-- not only in English, but 
translated into the language of your destination country. 

17. Bring extra parts. 

Bring spare parts and tools for your wheelchair or other medical apparatus, as 
they may need repairs or have to be disassembled to fit certain places along your journey. 

18. Don't expect the same infrastructure as in the U.S. 

While the U.S. has a lot of rules and regulations in place to ensure the rights of 
special needs travelers, unfortunately other countries tend to have far less provisions. 
Wheelchair ramps, accessible access, etc. can't be taken for granted and rarely exist in 
developing countries.  



19. Research ahead of time. 

It's challenging enough to travel with medical conditions and special needs but it's 
a terrible truth that disabled travelers can sometimes be treated rudely, dismissed, or even 
scammed in other countries. So it's important to do your homework ahead of time -- 
looking online, reading guidebooks, contacting organizations, and paying attention to the 
reviews of other specially-abled travelers.  

*       *       * 

Bonus tips and travel trivia! 

The most visited city in the world is Bangkok in Thailand, while France is the 
most visited country in the world. 

*       *       * 

20. You'll have to be your own advocate. 

Don't take it personally if a country doesn't have the legal and systematic 
allowances to help you-- but make your needs clearly heard and be your own loudest 
advocate. People are basically good and will come to your aid. 

21. Talk to a travel agent. 

Enlist a specialized travel agent to help you plan your trip. There are agencies and 
travel professional who cater to people with special needs and medical conditions. Their 
experience, knowledge, and caring can help you arrange the best vacation possible.  

22. Useful websites and resources. 

For more information on traveling with all types of disabilities, check out these 
websites and other resources.  

The TSA's guide. TSA's rules for travelers with disabilities and medical 
conditions. 

The U.S. Department of Transportation's Aviation Consumer Protection Division. 
The USDTACP has a comprehensive guide to the rights of disabled air travelers. 

DisabilityTravel.com. Tour operator for slow walkers, wheelchair travelers and 
their companions. 

Barrier-FreeTravel.com. Accommodations and advice for disabled travelers. 

DisabledTravelers.com. Comprehensive listing of accessible travel specialists 
around the world. 



DisabledTravelersGuide.com. Travel tips and destination guides for disabled 
travelers.  

EmergingHorizons.com. An online quarterly newsletter providing a wide range of 
information for mobility-impaired travelers. 



Chapter 21 - My Thoughts on Using a Travel Agent 
Travel agents used to be the only way to book travel until the Internet came 

around. Once consumers could get online and start searching for and booking airfares, 
hotels, and even rental cars themselves, the use of travel agents seemed obsolete. With 
travel sites that helped you book the lowest fares like Kayak.com and Expedia.com, the 
use of travel agents hit rock bottom, destined to go the way of VHS rental stores. 

But guess what? Travel agents are back-- and in a big way. As far back as 2011, 
the pendulum started swinging toward travel agents again, as consumers put a value on 
personalized service, industry knowledge, and yes-- even bigger savings than they could 
get online. That year, 57% of independent travel agents (those who were left) saw an 
increase in business, accounting for a whopping one third of all travel bookings in the 
U.S. travel market. And they haven't looked back. 

Today, nearly one in three travel agencies are hiring. Agencies account for nearly 
60% of all travel and vacation bookings. That includes 85% of all cruises, 70% of all 
packages or group tours, and 50% of all airline tickets. The crazy thing is that young 
people are the biggest demographic likely to use a travel agent, three times more than 
consumers over 55 years old!  

Why is there such a profound resurgence of using a travel professional face to 
face while we keep evolving into the information age? Travelers and vacationers have 
gotten real smart about one pivotal distinction: 

They aren't buying a product. They're buying an experience.  

That means one overbooked flight, one bad restaurant meal; one dirty hotel in a 
bad location can send your vacation in a tailspin. Or, one Bed & Breakfast where you're 
treated like family, one beautiful day trip that's not listed in any guide book, or even one 
upgrade can help make your trip the best of your life.  

And let's be honest-- we're not Europeans that get six months (ok, one to two 
months) of vacation a year, so every day and every little detail counts when you're 
enjoying your one precious week of vacation. The Internet is good for comparing 
products to find the lowest price, but we human beings still do a hell of a job when it 
comes to formulating the best travel experience.  

There are plenty of articles that will go into depth about the benefits of using a 
travel agent, such as their intimate knowledge of the country you're visiting, the feedback 
they've received from hundreds or even thousands of vacationers, the tricks of the trade 
you can't get online, their personal relationships with airline and hotel staff. They can 
help you with travel insurance protection, passport and visa applications, inoculation 
procedure, what to pack, and just about anything else. If there's ever a problem, they'll act 
as your personal customer service agent and advocate to make sure it gets fixed. 

*       *       * 



Bonus tips and travel trivia! 

There are plenty of international travelers who visit the U.S., too. In fact, 
almost 70 million people visit the U.S. every year. On average, they each spend 
$4,500 and stay 17 days! 

*       *       * 

 

So I'll only remind you that it's the best experience you're looking for at the best 
value-- not just the lowest price.  

What is it you DON'T know about the vacation you're about to embark on? Well, 
you don't know what you don't know, of course-- and that's the whole point.  



To be clear, I don't get paid by any travel agency. I'm not a paid spokesman 
(although I'd be happy to be if they were feeling generous!) and don't sell anything other 
than a few books. But I wanted to spend some time enlightening you because the biggest 
reason you're probably hesitant to even talk to a travel agent is: 

Money. 

Of course, you're worried about spending more with a travel agent. You'll be 
paying for the same accommodations AND their fee, right? After all, the Internet always 
has the best prices, doesn't it?  

No. 

Travel agents make the bulk of their income from the airlines, hotels, etc. when 
they book tours. Some of them might charge you a few bucks for company fees, but in 
reality you'll still net the best possible value on your vacation-- and probably even a 
lower price. Travel agents have access to bookings, volume discounts, and preferred 
pricing that none of us consumers can access via a website search. 

I know that was my big hesitation, and now that I understand how it works and 
what travel agents can do for me, I'm going to do my homework online and then walk 
into a travel agent's office to use their services.  

The nice thing is that these days, most brick and mortar travel agencies also have 
a web presence! That means you can do a little Goggling to find a local agency, agency 
that specializes in Europe, in cruises, in eco travel, or whatever, and then give them a 
call. If you want another great resource to find the best travel agent, check out the ASTA 
(The American Society of Travel Agents), which has over 20,000 members in 140 
countries.  

Try a travel agent once-- you probably won't ever go on vacation again without 
their help. 



Chapter 22 - Travel with a Soul 
We all want to have fun on our vacations, relaxing by soaking up sun and sipping 

cocktails on a tropical beach. However, traveling to a foreign country for vacation should 
be much more-- a chance to learn the culture and connect with the amazing people who 
live there, and somehow leaving the place better off because of your presence. 



 

1. You give love, you get love. 



The best thing you can do to create a warm bond with local people is to smile. 
Give respect and love and you'll get it right back. Take care of the people who are taking 
care of you and everything will work out great. 

2. Pick up litter. 

I carry a few plastic bags in my backpack when I go sightseeing, visit natural 
attractions, or walk on the beach so I can pick up trash and carry it out. The locals usually 
look at me like I'm crazy, but that quickly turns to big smiles when they realize what I'm 
doing.. Remember -- it's not just about cleaning up after yourself but also or those who 
aren't so thoughtful, and setting a good example in the process. 

3. Talk to the locals. 

Don't be afraid to say "hi" to the local people. Start out with a smile, ask their 
name, about their family, and joke around a bit. You'll be amazed how warm and 
endearing people become once they see you show genuine interest in their lives. Some of 
the coolest people I've ever met around the world have humble jobs in tourism, but when 
we made a simple human connection we became lifelong friends. 

4. Leave good reviews. 

The tourism industry, like so many others there days, is dominated by online 
content from sites like Hotels.com, TripAdvisor, LonelyPlanet, Yelp, and others. 
Reviews can make or break a business so when you're having a good experience at a 
hotel, restaurant, or bar, take the time to snap a few photos and leave a nice review on 
these sites. Be sure to let the management know so they can give good feedback to their 
employees, but if you don't like a place for some reason, also tell the management before 
you leave a bad review, giving them a fair chance to fix it. 

I try to leave at least two good reviews for every one that has negative feedback, 
just to be fair. 

5. Make a donation locally. 

Before your vacation is over and you get back on a plane, leave a donation with a 
local charity or community organization. It doesn't matter how much you give because 
the simple, gracious act of wanting to help people goes a long way. Donating to a big 
organization online is great, but next time actually go meet face to face with someone at 
the church, community center, or town hall and learn about the people you'll be helping. 

6. Tip well. 

Tipping isn't required in most countries outside the United States, but it still can 
make a big difference in someone's life. In many tourist destinations the locals work 12 
hours a day, 6 or 7 days a week for only a couple hundred dollars a month. Leaving a 
dollar or two may be insignificant to you, but it could mean the world to them and be the 
difference of a good meal. If a waiter, bellboy, taxi driver, or tour guide was friendly and 



made your stay better somehow, remember to tip them. I give a big tip to the hotel when I 
leave to spread evenly among the whole staff, so the more backstage, humble workers 
like maids and maintenance men get rewarded too. 

*       *       * 

"In the end, only three things matter: how much you loved, how gently you lived, and 
how gracefully you let go of things not meant for you." 

--Buddha 

*       *       * 

7. Respect the people who live there. 

Remember that you are in someone else's home, so think of yourself as a special 
guest and act accordingly. Of course you want to have a few drinks and have fun, but you 
can loosen up and still be conscious of the local people around you who make a living in 
tourism and treat them like gold. 

8. Be aware of culture. 

Realize that customs, traditions, and religious practices are probably much 
different than you're used to back home. Always be respectful and aware of other 
traditions or practices, and ask lots of questions to find out what's appropriate for you and 
expected. In some places, particularly in Islamic countries, they take them very seriously, 
and may be offended or confront you if you violate their beliefs. 

9. Don't be afraid of mistakes. 

But usually people don't mind you making mistakes if they see you're making an 
effort to respect their culture and get to know them, so a little education and awareness 
goes a long way. 

Believe me, when it comes to cultural missteps, I've made some doozies! One of 
the worst was in Costa Rica when I was visiting a school with a local friend whose son 
was enrolled there. The little kids were curious about me and wanted to play, so I started 
doing the little "I've got your nose" thing we do in the U.S. where I hold my thumb 
between my two fingers and pretend it's their nose. The children laughed raucously, but 
then the teacher came in and yelled for me to stop. Apparently, that same harmless finger 
symbol means something much more nefarious in Costa Rica-- similar to our middle 
finger -- and I was doing it to a schoolroom full of children! 

10. Learn to say at least "Please" and "Thank you," in the native tongue. 

Just by learning a few basic words in the language you'll open the door to new 
friendships and opportunities. The locals will love it that you're showing appreciation and 
respect for their culture. 



11. Patronize locally owned businesses. 

Too often, tourists frequent the bigger chain hotels, restaurants, and attractions, 
owned by corporations or foreign investors. So make an effort to seek out some smaller 
local establishments, too-- you'll be directly supporting someone's family and probably 
get a better meal or room at a lower price, as well as a taste of the authentic culture. 

12. Keep in touch. 

Exchange email addresses and add people you meet on Facebook. It's fun to keep 
in touch and build lifelong friendships with some of the great people who live there. Who 
knows -- you might come back, or they might come visit you in the U.S. one day so you'll 
get the chance to return the hospitality! 

13. Practice a random act of kindness. 

Before you leave, do something nice for a local person or family you've met. 
Leave a big tip for the cleaning ladies, take a local family out for dinner, or fund a class 
field trip at the local elementary school. Get creative and have fun with it-- the good 
karma you create will remain long after you've gone home. 

14. How to deal with beggars. 

Beggars are abundant on the streets of most developing countries. The typical 
tourist walking by makes more money in a week than they do in a year, so it's easy to see 
why they would hold out a dirty hand for alms. Sometimes beggars can be overly 
aggressive, use your money for drugs or alcohol or even fake their condition. Instead of 
handing out money on the street find a legitimate local charity and make a donation. Your 
conscience will be clear that you showed love to the local community, but you won't be 
tempted to give money out on the street. If you want to do something to help an 
individual, offer to buy them food, instead (but not canned milk-- that's a scam because 
they can return it to the store for a cash refund!). 

15. Taking photos of people. 

If you take a photo of someone in poverty-- someone sleeping or begging on the 
street, someone working, etc. --give them a tip. Or buy them a meal. It's just the right 
thing to do and good karma. 

*       *       * 

Bonus tips and travel trivia! 

The shortest airline flight available for purchase lasts two minutes and 
runs from the Scottish island of Westray to Papa Westray. And the longest flight 
in the world is from Sydney to Dallas. It lasts around 16 hours and covers 
approximately 8,500 miles. 



*       *       * 

16. Try a volunteer-cation. 

Why not volunteer to do some charity work while you're abroad? Many churches 
and organizations like Habitat for Humanity, Doctors Without Borders, and others offer 
programs where you can utilize your skills and hard work to help some poor people in 
need. There's no better way to experience the true heart and soul of a country and leave 
feeling connected and fulfilled!  

17. Go green. 

There's a big resurgence towards vacations that focus on experiencing and 
celebrating the natural environment, not conquering it. Eco tourism is thriving in places 
like Costa Rica, Ecuador, Thailand, and many other countries. Do you part by patronizing 
a hotel that has a Green Tourism or eco-friendly designation, and consider a few days 
cleaning up a beach or helping to rebuild park trails instead of just sitting by the pool. 

Here are some helpful resources: 

GreenGlobalTravel.com 

What is green travel? 

Top 10 green travel tips 

18. Be kind to animals. 

Of course you should be kind to every living thing, but the plight of animals in 
many parts of the world will break your heart. Shoot animals with cameras, not guns; 
catch and release or don't fish for depleted species; and don't feed them the wrong things, 
agitate or bother them. 

We all want a photo op with a tiger, riding atop an elephant, or with a cute 
monkey, but look into the reputation of the animal park or zoo before you go there. Some 
of them don't treat their animals well at all. The good news is that there are animal rescue 
cooperatives that allow you to enjoy their majestic company and help maintain their 
safety and natural habitat. 

Elephant Nature Park in Thailand. 

Costa Rican Wildlife Rescue Center for kids. 

7 Ways to work with wildlife abroad. 

19. Ask, don't tell. 

Our first instinct in poor or developing countries is often to try and tell people 
what they need. Even if it's well intentioned, it's not cool to step in another place and 



dictate what people should do in their lives to be more like us, especially since we don't 
understand the history, culture, context, and norms. So if you really want to help people, 
learn about them and experience as much as possible of their lives. Then ask them what 
they need to make things better, don't tell them. 

 

20. Donate. 

You can research what organizations are doing great work locally and make a 
donation to them. Of course you can make the donation when you're back home, but it 
feels even better to go visit the organization that you're helping while you're in country. 
Meeting the caring human beings who are working hard to help and seeing the people 
you're actually assisting is invaluable. 



Chapter 23 - 15 Reasons NOT to Travel 
With all of the incredible sights, fascinating experiences, and heartwarming new 

friends out there waiting for you, we hardly need encouragement to book a trip. It would 
be ridiculous of me to try and count all the reasons you should travel, so let me try 
something different-- my list of reasons NOT to travel! 

1.  Your jaw will hurt from laughing so much. 

2.  As you travel, you'll meet so many strange people who talk, dress, eat, play, 
and worship different than you're used to.  Then again, they'll think the same about you.     

3.  You'll probably have to disconnect from technology - letting your calls go to 
voicemail, putting down your smart phone, and logging off social media. 

4.  This will make it necessary to interact with actual, real live human beings with 
alarming frequency.  These interactions won't just be a quick "hello" in line at a store or a 
word in passing at the office; you'll have to sit down next to complete strangers and carry 
a whole genuine conversation for hours. 

5.  Everything is new, different, and uncomfortable when you travel.  A lot of 
what you see and experience might force you to recalibrate your whole belief system.  

6.  You'll have to face your fears at some point…like every single day. 

7.  You'll find out that life is bigger than your To Do List, and all the structure, 
planning, and control you've been embracing isn't nearly as important as you thought.   

8.  You'll have to think long and hard about what you want out of your short time 
on this planet.  When you get back home, you might not want to settle for your same 
normal life and this could lead to all sorts of unsettling changes. 

9.  You'll have far less to complain about after traveling. In fact, most of your 
problems won't seem like real problems any more. 

10.  You'll realize that most of the material stuff you've accumulated isn't needed 
at all, and in fact it's holding you back.   

11.  There will be way too many new friends from all over the globe who want to 
keep in touch.  It takes a lot of time to maintain all those friendships.  They might even 
want to visit you, and invite you to visit their home countries!  

12.  You might fall in love or even meet your soul mate -- and they may live on 
the other side of the world!  How inconvenient!   

13.  You won't always feel safe.  It's frightening to discover that safety is mostly a 
myth that we create in our own minds.  



 

14.  Traveling will teach you that time is both an undefeatable opponent and your 
biggest ally. 



15. Your ego will be shattered when you realize you're not special and in fact, 
you're pretty damn insignificant. Traveling will provide clarity that the only things that 
matter in life are how you treat people and if you leave the world better than you found it. 



Chapter 24 - Contact Me and Ask Me Questions 
Thanks so much for reading my humble book. I really hope it helps you save 

money, stay safe, and make your next vacation the best of your life. I'd also love to hear 
about your travels-- where you've been, what you did, and all of your travel experiences-- 
good and bad.  

I'm sure there are traveling tips I forgot (or haven't learned yet!) so feel free to 
contact me with suggestions. 

And if you have any questions, feedback, or just want to say hi, please connect 
with me: 

Email:  hi@NormSchriever.com 

Twitter and Instagram:  @NormSchriever 

Website and blog:   www.NormWrites.com 

Could you also do me a huge favor? 

Please leave a great review for this book on Amazon.com. I'd be eternally 
grateful! 

Thanks again for reading and happy travels! 

Your new friend, 

Norm Schriever  :-)  

 

 

 

 



Chapter 25 - More of My Books 
If you want to read more about life on the road, check out my other books: 

South of Normal 

Pushups in the Prayer Room 

Cambodia's School of Hope 

Coming soon: The Queens of Dragon Town 

 



Chapter 26 - Join My Community 
Check out my website, http://www.normschriever.com 

Friend me on Facebook, http://www.facebook.com/AuthorNormSchriever 

Follow me on Twitter, http://twitter.com/NormSchriever 

Connect with me on LinkedIn, https://www.linkedin.com/in/normschriever 

Let's connect on Instagram, http://instagram.com/normschriever 

 


